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COMMSTTEE OP THE WHOLE '1 1
May 2l, 1973

1. PRESIDING OFFICER (SENATOR GRARAM); .

2. The senate will now reconvene, and for j
1b

3. what purpose does the Senator from Elmhurst j
k

1. arise? 
t

' py

SENATOR XNUEPFER: 
1

5. 1
1

6. Mr. Preaidentf I rise for the purpose of :t
i

7. making a motion: thaE being that this Body convene j:

8. itself as a Committee of the Whole for the pur- J
.1

9. pose of hearing the testimony and the witnesses ji
.t

1O. on referenee to SB 955, tbe reorganization of .

ll. Sotial and Hea1th Services. 
:

i
!

12 . PRESIDING OFPICER (SENATOR GM HM ) : j
. 

)
kq . The Senate has heard the Motion of Senator t

14. Xnuepfer. All in favor will signify by saying aye.

l5. Opposed? The ayes have it and the Senate will now

y6. resolve itself into Comnittee of the Whole and
. p

17. Senator Knuepfer will Chair the meeting. Jack.

18. SENATOR XNUEPEER: J
l9. ...This meeting of the Senate Committee of ,

' /
the Whole will come to order. ...We have..othis p

20.
al. was the postponed..vmeeting from two weeks ago, we

22. had a problem as we told you ak the time in
* . 

)
ing the witnesses that We thought could best p

23. SecDr
24. present the case for khis bill. ...The first witness

25. I'm going to introduce today is no strangêr to you.

26 ...Most of you who nave been in this Legislative
l27 Body...in the past know John Briggs. John has been

* 
j
j'2: ïn government, spent four years in State qovernaent

. 
!

29. ...his last job in State government was addressing
t.

ac himself to khe prablems of reorganization of State

a1 sovernment an; very specifieally tb the problem of

3z. reorganization of the delivery of Health and Social j
Serviees. Prior to that: John Brigqs was with (

33. )

-.1-
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Pete Marwick Mitchell anda..prior to that he was a

2. ...with the Council of State Governments. John is

one of the recognized experts on governmental

4 administration and governmental reorganization: not

5. only in this State, but...in the fifty States of

E this Countrv. John is going to address you, first
J.

of all, on the question of the overall reorganization

proposed by this bill. Senator Glass.

9 SENATOR GLASS:

Excuse me, Mr. chairman, I think it might help

11 if we could have the copies of the bill distributed

. . .Eo khe members.

CHAIRMAN:l3.

If you want a bill in addition to ihose in your14
.

billbook, Senator? ...Pages, will you see if you ean

get some bills for those who are here? Senate Bill16
.

955. Addressing himself to the question and John...l7
.

yeah, I think use the podium there, John, the lowerl8
.

19 one. John Briggs formerly With the department...

2o various departments in the State of Illinois and

al now in private practice. Go ahead, John.

22 JOHN BRIGGS:

Mr. Chairman, members of the Senake, Senate

Bill 955, proposes the creation of a Department of24
.

Health and Social Services with Cabinet status. This25
.

Department is designed to include the programs and26
.

functions that are carried out by the following27
.

state Agencies: Vocational Rehabilitation, VocaEional28
.

and Technical Educatiop, Comprehensive State Health29
.

Planning, The Institute for Social Policy, The Veterans30
.

Commission, The Office of Manpower, The Departments

of Public Aid, Mental Health, Public Hea1th, Children32
. . .

and Pamily Services, The Department of Labor, Bureau33
.
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l of Employment Security, The Department of Corrections,1.I

The Governor's Offiae of Human Resources, The Department

3. of Perspnnel, Finance, Management Information Division.

Let me emphasize and identify in these areas that not a11

I 5. aspects of each of these Agencies is included in the
I
II 6. proposalp but the major program: and functions exercised
I ' .
j ' 'or carried out by these Departments are included. The

 8. proposed DepartDent of Health and Social Services
 .
 encompasses programs and functions carried out by the
 .
 lg

. fifteen departments and agencies which have just beenI
I
I mentioned. It will provide for the structuring and
I
II 12 implementation of a comprehensive unified Health and

 lz
. 

social services delivery system. This is intended

 to minimize overlapping, duplication and excessive

 irements for coordination, al1 of which have l5. requ
1 historically impaired the ef fectiveness of the delivery

7 of services . The proposed department is not intendedl 
.

18 to be an tlmhrella agency under which the existing

separate departments and agenaies will continue to

20 exist, rather, the services reguired ko meet the

health and social service...

22 CHAIRMAN:

pa Can we have a little order for Mr. Briggs, please?

24 JOHX BRIGGS:

Rather, it is the intent that the services re-25
.

quired to meet the health and social service needs of the26
.

clientele served shall be fully unified in a single

delivery system oriented toward client needs and performance28
.

in terms of solving client problems. It is desirable29
. .

to have some rather specific illustration of the kinds3û
.

of problems to which this solution is directed. This31
.

can perhaps best be summarized in terms of the numbers

of advisory committees and inter-agency task forces33
.

k
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that are interwoven into the StaEe Executive Bureaucracy

2. along with budgeted agencies which present a picture of

3. fragmehtation and attempted coordination. The best

4. illustration of the problem is found in the Health

5. and Social Service fields where there were at least

6. eleven agencies providing services. These eleven agenciesj 
.
' '.

1 h ve been advised by seventy committees
, thirty-eighk7. aI

I .
I 8. of which have a statutory basis. There were also fifty-
I
l 9 one interagency task forces and committees attempting

II 10. to provide coordination in the health and social service
I
1 fields and nineteen of these have a statutory basis.
I
1 i f the five major health and sociall2

. The representat on o1
I
I service agencies on various interagency task forces
I
I 14

. ranges from twenty-seven task forces for vocational1

l l5. Rehabilitation to forty-eight task forces for Public
16. Hea1th. The interagency task forces each agency Was

l7. represenked on produces a further indication of the

problem of fragmentation and noncoordination. For

19. example, the agencies in the health and social services

2o. area were able to identify less than half of the kask

21 forces on whieh they were represented. The proliferation

22. that has been documented is a universally recognized

23 and accepted causation for unresponsive and ineffective

a4 Stake qovernnent. This proliferation has led to unwieldy

zs and unmanagable organizations for Governors to direct

26 and has also resulted in the fragmentation of public

27. services. These results of proliferation have encouraged

recognition of an organization structure as a manaçement28.

tool capable of bringing State government back to ïts29
.

proper role as an effective provider of service to meet3û
.

citizen needs. This introduction, I'd like now for a3l
.

few moments to devote my comments to a more detailed32
.

description of tbe specific provisions of 955 as they33
.
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1. relate. . .relate to tha proposed organizational

structure. It is intended that an Office of theI 
.

3* Secrekary of the Department of Hea1th and Social 
.

l 4. services be creaked
. Within the...within the...I .

5* Secretaryls office
z he shall have adequate staff

6. to perform the overall management polick: formulation

review processes. In this connection
/he is given

8. specifically, but not limited to, a general deputy

secretary, an assistant socretary ?or special
lO- projectsz an assistant secretary for volunteer

l1. services and an assistant secretary for legislative

12. relations. These elements are considered to be

l3. absolutely essential to the Office of the Secretary

l4. if he is to fully discharge his responsibilities and

l5. be held accountable for his success or his failure
.

16. Under the Secretary are a series of undersecretaries

17. as follows: ane for management, one for public

l8. affairs, one for intergovernmental relations, one for

l9- operations, one for program policy, one for legal

20. services, one for performance evaluaEion, and one

2l. for regulation. This is basically the policy formulation

22. mechanism which is designed for the purpose of

23. executing the responsibilities in the se/vice areas

24. encompassing comprehensively health and social services.

25. The service delivery system is decentralized to each

26. of the seven regions that are uniformly established

27. in the State of Illinois. Each of these regions is

28. headed by an administrator, and I miqht add here that

29. a11 of the undersecretaries/ the assistant secretaries

3û.

3l.

32.

33.

and the regional administrators are appointed by the

Secretary. The Secretary is appointed by the Governor,

confirmed by khe Smnate and there are no prescribed

qualifications in terms of academic regalia or in terms

- 5-
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of any particular kind of pedigree. Responsibiliky

2. is on, first, khe Governor; and sec8ndly, the Secreiary
3. to find and attract qualified people to execute the

responsibilities that are assigned to them. One of

5. tie interesting characteristics of this proposed

6. structure is the elimi/ation at the top level of

program labels such as mental health, mental retardation,I
I 

. alcoholism, drug addiction? aging or any other special
 9 client group

. The labels identifying pragrams are to

I l0. be applied at the local level in terms of what is
I
I
I ll. conceived as a program management structure which says
I
 12. in principal that there are more than one way in which

 l3. to satisfactorily solve the social problems confronting

I 14 any indlvidual client
. Therefore, the program structure

I
I l5. should allow maximum flexibility for those with

l6. management responsibility to determine the best way

17. to solve the problems of an individual client. The

l8. system is intended to make the service delivery capability

l9. comprehensive. There will be no shuffling between agencies,

20. there should be considerably less and hopefully none

2k. of the individuals that nead service dropping between

22. the cracks because they become the object of the

23. partisan interests of separate departments and agencies.

24. The client will be better served and the system will be

25. client oriented. With this rather brief discussion...des-

26. cription, Mr. Chairman, I would like to offer at this

27. time to answer any guestions khat anyone may care to ask.

28. MR. CHAIRMAN:

29. ...You will note that one ofufhings we passed

30. out whlle Mr. Briggs was speaking was a proposed organizational

3,1. chart that perhaps is a little simpler than looking at

32. the bill itself. By way of understanding and I should

perhaps have explained this first, this Committee of

- 6-
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1. the Whole Hearing really is anwxointended to provide

2 forum for most of the questions that'hopefully. a

3. will be asked or the unknowns in the bill. The bill

4. will have a somewhat perfunctory hearing in the Senate

I 5. Publie Health and Welfare Committee. This is the
I
I ,dI 6. major hearing and this is the time that I am hopeful
I
I 7. vou can ask the questions that vou have. We have
I '''''

' 

'''''

' 

'''''

' 

.

I .I 8. some experts here, we have our number one expert
I
I 9. John Briggs. Senator Wooten? did you have a question?I
II lû. Senator Wooten.
I
I l1

. SBNATOR WooTEN:I
I
j 12. A series, really. I must first of al1 state,
I
I 13. Mr. Chairman, khat I come with a healthy anti-management

14. bias to the extent that I do not believe managers, per

15. se, are always the best people to administer a specific

l6. businesses, specific departments of government: I

17. generally preferred people who are well versed in a

l8. particular area. And they can always hire management

19. experties. I an a little bit uncertain as ko hoW all

20 this will articulate. Do I understand these...where...

21 where do we get down to specific areas such as mental

22 health and aging and so on? Who handles that? Are...

23 are those separate departments and categories done

24 aWay With?

25 JOHN BRIGGS:

26 They are done away with in terms of having

27 either departmental or divisional status. At the

a: lower level of that chartgyou'll see the series of

29 program manager lines. It is recommended that

() in each one of the areas , 1et ' s say alcoholism,3 
.

because of the g'eographical distribution of the31 
.

clientele there may really be f ive hundred alcoholic32 
.

treatment programs administered by the . . .by the3 3 
.

I

-7-
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à* Department of Health and Social Services. Each of
II 2. these proqrams would have a manager by title, hisI 

.

! 3- ualifications may be
, he may be a psychiatristqI

' 4. i i l worker in another, a psychologïstI n one case, a soc a
I 5* in another, an ex-alcoholic in another. And they!
I
' 6. would eaah at this level, each of these programs would
!

7* carry the designation alcoholism treatment program:

' 8* or mental rekardation program or WhaEever
. So the

! 9' program identit:y is not lost but it is placed at
I
l0- the czient service level as opposed to belng placed at

! 11. the director level.
1
! 12. sExaToR wooTEN: .
I
'
' 

l3. How much of an increase in bureaucracy
I
1 14. will this provide? 

.I
I l5. Joux BRIcGs

:I
1 16. zt would be my.t-my estimation that it wouldI
I 17 

kj . be just the reverse, Senator. It d be a substantial
18* reduction in the bureaucracy

.

l9. SEUATOR wooTEN:

20. I'm profoundly sceptical. I don't believe that

21. at all
. . ..1 can understand how there could be a

22. nove for centralized services as in computer, and

23. perhaps in some areas of bookkeeping, but this looks to

24. me to be a tremendous inflation of management personnel

25. rather than a. . .I don't understan: how this is

26. actually going to cut down. What...what functions

27. are you qoing to consolidate that will require less

28. people rather than more? Because as I look at Ehis

29. we're adding---we have the Office of the Secretary, his

30. assistants, these undersecretaries. Under operations, you

3l. come up with administrators and program managers under

32. them, all this stuff out to the right and left.o.it

33. looks to me as if there is a great potential

- 8-
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5,

for an inflation in personnel. ...How exactly is

this going to cut down, in whak way, practically?

JOHN BRIGGS:

All right. If you...if you look at the existing

structure of the Stake, each one of the major depart-

ments already have a...a in the health and social

services have regional administrators, so you immediately

eliminate that duplication. You eliminate the

department heads that each of khe fifteen agencies

currently have and their.m.and their in house adminis-

trative staff. You eliminate all the necessity of

the.o.of the holding of a meeting every time a major

problem comes up because a client is partially in

this area and partially in another, the kind of things

I just mentioned in terms of the task forces and

commissions and interagency activities. The...the

fundamental purpose here, and I want to emphasize

one thing, maybe the term management is not an

appropriate one. There is nothing that says that the

Secretary cannot be a medical doctor. There is

nothing thaE says the Secretary cannot be a psychologist

or a psychiatrist. There's no restriction on the

particular clinical skill the Secretary may have. The

emphasis, however, is that the Secretary is responsible

for making sure that a client gets the total range of

services that he needs in order io solve his particular

problem. Right now we have fifteen people charged

with the same responsibility in conceivably fifty

to sfxty percent of the cases of clâents we serve. And

we get a lot of people falling between the cracks. What

welre saying here, let's at least in concept and

principle and hopefully in practicey let's say that the

clinical skills required to serve the clients are

7.

8.

9.

l1.

13.

14.

l6.

l8.

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

- 9-
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

l0.

l1.

12.

available where the clients are. That's where the

skill is needed. The clinical skill is not needed

inwm.in running management functions...letfs...

let's get the management skill that is required and

let's make a distinction between...batween operation
$

'

and policy. Basically what is being done here is

pushing the service delivery system down to the

clients and not letting it rise up to the top into the

bureaucracy.

SENATOR WOOTEN:

If I thought that would be the practical effeet

of thisl I would immediately support it. 1...1 must

say that I think most of our State bureaucracies

are badly overstaffed, and they do that to neet the

political needs of many of us in this Chamber and

other segments of government who have people who

really ought to receive consideration in jobs and so

on. My concern is that a 1ot of the functions of

state government have become depersonalized and

deal with people like this in my district office and

right now I can pick up a phone and I know whom to

contact and get some kind of immediate answer as to why

this is happening because they are operating vithin a

particular sphere? but 1 can see such an inquiry getting

lost in such a management thicket. have serious

reservations that khis will qive the immediate kind of

response. When you say there's nothing from preventing

the Secretary from being a doctor, that would be fine

for public health or medical related problems, but I

just wonder where we have that kind of expertise in these

subject areas. Are they to be in the administrator,
the region to administrator would have to be, does he

have to know anything about mental health, about the

l4.

l6.

l7.

l8.

l9.

20.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

32.

33.

- 10-
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1.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

l0.

l2.

13.

l4.

l5.

16.

17.

l8.

19.

20.

23.

24.

25.

26.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

problems of the aging...all these things or is he

just a manager? And who, along the linez knows

something about these thihgs?

JOHN BRIGGS:

As at the present time in most of these kinds of

.. .regional offices that exist, khe regional administrator

independent of what his personal qualifications are

has substantively oriented experts Ehat advise him

so that he doesn't get lost. That's intended in here

is reflected in here in terms of the program

policy area where even at Ehe top, the skills

in terms of making policy would be there. I would like

to..oto make one comment and then a suggestion, Senator,

woulde..may...intend to be helpful. The objective, herez

is hopefully to eliminate the need for you getting as

many telephone calls as I know you do, because most of

the telephone calls or many of them certainly come be-

cause the constituent that is calling you is dealing

with an agency could only goa..do part of what he needs

in order to solve his problem. And therefore, the agency

cannot do anymore and therefore you run into that

frustration. The intent here is that you would have

fewer of those call, if any, and if you had them you

could call one person and that would be the Secretary or

soneone in his office if he designates them if that's

his choice. I think that maybe some of the questions

that you have raised on an experience base might be

answered by.v.secretary Raberts from Florida who has

been through four years experience in an organization

similar to what We have proposed here.

SENATOR WOOTEN:

Actuallyà most of my calls are not of that nature.

They're complaints that something has been lost in the

- 11-
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2.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9:

l0.

ll.

bureaucratic process, someone has not responded .

Theydve written three times and have had no answer.

Those are the kinds of calls I get and it's some-

where in the whole business of management or of

processing of data and information that it's been

lost. Those are the complaints I gety I am aware

of people who fall bekween the cracks of various

coverages, but most of my calls are the other

kind and that's why I'm very leery of theo. oof the

whole superstructure of bureaucracy that exists

now, and 1em afraid that however well intentioned we

may be, this can turn into somekhing equally as

formidable, perhaps even more so. But...thank

you very much.

CHAIRMAN:

. . .Can we...cap we provide a forum off the

Floor for some of khe persuasionz friendly persuasion

going on? Senator Glass.

SENATOR GLASS:

13.

l4.

l6.

l8.

19.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

3Q.

32.

33.

. w .Thank you, Mr. Chairman, I can see the objective

of course of the bill is to consolidate numerous of

the existing departments which are generally in the

health and social services area and 1...1 wonder about

the broadness of social services ando.opor example, I

. ..I'm looking on pages 11 and 12 of the bill and I

notice khat...this is a listing...these pages list

those powers and duties which will be taken over by

the department.poone of them is the...Board of Vocational

Education and Rehabilitation. Nou...that would...

that raises a queskion in my mind, in other words,

I would think Vocational Education..oshould stay under

the..xin the educational field and I'm just wondering if you

could comment on that and also thew..the rationale for

- 12-
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I
Z * lacing what appears to me to be . . operhaps al p

!
I 2 . broader number of functions under this department
I a .
; -* than belong there.

4. aoux BRzccs:

5. Yes. The..othe reason for that is that the1
.

g 'j v * Board of Vocational Rehabilitation and Education
R* is the one whose programs are primarily designedI

' 8. to contribute to the rehabilitation of those

9. individuals that are either
- - physically or socially

10 . deprived
. The philosophical basis f or puttinq this

11 . rogram together 
, this agency together this way , isp

12 . on the
. . .on the basis of achieving a primary objective,

I l3. namely, the . . .the reskoration to the . . .to an individual ' s

! 14 . highest level. . .maximum level of social and economic

l 15 . and health independence possible
. And what i.E did

I 6l 
. was then to identify those agencies that were pro-

I 17 
' iding services that were inputs into meeting thisv

1
l8' objective. Now in some of the agency identifications

.

19. for example it is not intended that the entire agency
/

20' ld be transferred but simply some of the functionswou

al. of those identifiable agencies
.

22. ssxavoa csass:

23. well
, that- xl'm glad to hear that because the

24. way it reads now
- . -would...it would appear that all

25. f the rights , powers and duties of these agencieso

. 26 . would be transferred . And I know in the cnse of Vocational

27 . Ed and certalnly I think in some of the others , these

28. . are aqencies that serve not only the deprived citizen

29. but all citizens
. Many' young people are now soing into

30. vocational training for exanple. - .and so I...as I say

3l. would question tbe inclusion of that in the. . .in the bill.

32* JOHN BaIGGs: ' . '

33 The point is well taken, I mi'ght add that it is

-13-
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1.

2.

3.

4.

not intended to transfer the public vocational

education schools from the Department of Public

Instructian into the proposed Department of Nealth

and Social Services.

CHAIRMAN:

6. .. .senator Rock.

8.

9.

l0.

ll.

l3.

l4.

l6.

SENATOR ROCK:

I have two questions: Mr. Chairman, but first I'd

ask leave on a point of personal privilege to inkroduce

a group from Senator Schollfs District, a group from

Queen of All saints School.e.accompanying them or with

them in the group is a young man whose father and I

are associated in the legal practicez Mark OlToole.

Would the group stand and be recognized. SenaEor

Scholl is right on the Ploor.

CHAIRMAN:

Senator Scholl.

18.

l9.

2Q.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

SENATOR SCHOLL:

I'd like to thank Senator Rock for introducing

this group..owe're very proud of Queen of All Sainks

School and welre happy that you're with us today.

CHAIRMAN:

. o.senator Rock.

SENATOR ROCK:

Perhapsf Mr. Chairman, this might better be asked

of the sponsor, but as long as we have a willing witness

Mr. Briggs, don't you think that this type of legislation

is what was conkemplated by the Constitutional Convention

ïn section 11 when it calls for the Governor doing this

kind of thing by executive order and then presentins it

to the General Assembly?

JOHN BRIGGS:

Yes. I mighk expand on that Senator, though and

32.

33.

- 14-
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2.

.e .and say that as we looked into this and studied

for over a period of twelve months this whole#

question of executive reorganization. We confronted

that particular issue and came to the conclusion that

while 'khis type of structural change could be

achieved through the executive order process as

provided by the Conskitution khat because it was of

:uch a sweeping nature and so basically chanqed the

operational structure of the State that it would be

appropriate for it to be considered by the Lcgislature

with the...with khe expression of inkent tied to the

ConstiEutional provision that the maintenance of khe

organizational structure could then be carried out

through Ehe executive order process.

SENATOR ROCM:

Well, the.wwmy..omy question, Sir, is not that

it is inappropriate for it to be considered by the

General Assembly because I think ik would have to.

The problem is a constitutional one. It says the

Governor by Executive Order may reassign functions and

if such a reassignment or reorganization would contravene

a statute the Exeeutive Order shall be delivered to the#

General Assembly. In my opinion: frankly, and itîs

only mine...this type of legislation without the

Executive Order having preceded it: is unconstitutional.

JOHN BRIGGS:

4.

5.

7.

9.

l0.

12.

14.

l5.

l6.

l7.

l9.

20.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

I'm not going to venture a legal opinion, but

just a comment, Senatorp there's no question but What

it could be proposed by Executive Order but...I do not

see any prohibition to being accomplished by Legislative

initiative.

SENATOR ROCX:.

33. The other question then, Sir, is...that provision

- 15-
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'
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j

1. which is rather unique, frankly, found on pages l

2. and 2 which says that if the Governor in fact failsl l

3. Eo make an appointment that the person khen acting ;

4. in place and stead shall be appointed by operakion

5. of law. I have frankly never heard of such am..such

6. a method.

7. JOHN BRIGGS:

8. I have no comment on that provision.

9. SENATOR ROCK:

10. We don't know where that came from? 1...1 just

ll. wondering kfg in factp..letEso..let's assume this...

l2. this reorganization, this bill is passed, is approved

l3. and the Governor fails to make an appointment. Who's

l4. ...who's acting? Who's going to be appointed by operation

l5. of law? There would be nobody... j
l6. JOHN BRIGGS:

l7. ...If...if the Governor fails to make the initiative

l8. ...initial appointmento.oto the position of Secretary...

19. . I can't answer that question, Senator, I'm sorry.

20. CHAIRMAN:

21. Senator Graham. '

22. SENATOR GRAHAM:

23. I think first if we could...admonish our members '

24. to remove their caucuses itlll help them. Iîd like to

25. ask Mr. Briggs whàk he thinks this department could do

26. or would do or how it could be handled in the proposed

27. take over of what has just been effected in the Illinois
28. Department of Corrections. Which portion of this

1
29. massive work chart would you suggest that this be under

30. and how?

3i . Jollu Bluccs :

32. 1...1...1 don't know if I totally understand your

33. question, Senator. i

- 16-
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1 SENATOR GRAHAM:

2 Itm just wondering if a creation of a new l

3 department by the passing .of SB 955 would indicate to

4 us that we're immediately ready to step in once again
I5 and change the direction of an Illinois Department of

6 Corrections which we have just been changing over the
.L

7 passed four years? '
* - - j

I think I understand now. This organization does not9
.

1c include the proposed 955, does not include the Department ;

of Corrections. Ik does include the functions of thell
.

Department of Corrections currently that are associatedl2
.

i
with the delivery of primary services outside of thel3

.

penal institutions.l4
.

ls SENATOR GRAHAM:

16 That's your Pardon and Parole Board?

17.
i

18 Yes, Sir. Not necessarily in terms of the pardoning

19 process but in terms of services to theme.to the correctional

ag client once he is outside of the institukion and into i

the community. The answer is yes on that basis.2l
.

:2 SENATOR GRAHAM: .
* ;

az Ilve always felt, Mr. Briggs, that perhaps the

:4 Pardon and Parole Board didntt necessarily belong with

the Department of Corrections. But I am not entirely I25
.

convinced that perhaps it'll rightfully belong to the26
.

Department of Services, this new department. 1...1 might27
. i

be convinced, I don't have a closed mind there, but Itm28
.

wondering if...perhapm the Department of the Pardon and29
.

Parole Board shouldn't be under the Dïvisfon cf the . li
30.

Attorney General.3l
.

JOHN BRIGGS: ,32. .

I think you could make a very, very logical case k33
.

- 17-
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3.

5.

6.

8.

for that Senator. I might make one comment here that

. . .the SB 955 proposes the creation of a Department

of Health and Social Services and this is a part of

the total program for executive reorganization, So when

we're looking at one piece of it, we're obviously making

certain kinds of..aconcessions or partial...recommendations

as opposed to what might be a comprehensive program.

I think what you're suggesting Senator is something that

should be very seriously cansidered.

SENATOR GRAHAM:

My...if I'm reading this right and I probably am

not. The Department shall exercise and discharge al1 rightsr

powers and duties heretofore vested in the Parole and

Pardon Board in the Department of Corrections in granting

paroles to persons sentenced or committed, etc, etc.

Now, are we anticipaking that the Pardon and Parole Board

will still act as a Pardoz and Parole Board but this

Department will be over them?

JOHN BRIGGS:

The Board, in making its decisions with respect

to those powers and duties would be skruckured within

the department...am I reading you right? You mean is

the Board going to be abolished in preference to an

executive agency decision?

SENATOR GRAHNM:

The Parole Board would be abolished and this new

department would khen assume the duties heretofore vested

in the Parole Board, I think that is what it...

JOHN BRIGGS:

Yes. The way..othe way it is written at khe

present time, yes.

SENATOR GRAHMI:

l0.

11.

l3.

l5.

l6.

l8.

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

24.

25.

26.

27.

29.

29.

30.

3l.

32.

You're going to have to do a lot of convincing

- 18-
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1.

3.

4.

John. Thank you.

JOHN BRIGGS:

Thank you, Senator.

CHAIRMAN:

Senator Wooten, did you have a question or are

youpw.have you had that resolved?

SENATOR WOOTEN:

Ono..section 2l, exercise tha rights to this

power invested by 1aw and the director of the Department

of Labor an act in relation to the system of unem-

ployment compensation. I#m not that familiar with

buE is it that appropriate Eo have it that under this

department rather than under the secretary of Labor?

JOHN BRIGGS:

The reasoning back of thak is that the unemplöyment

compensation program is...fundamentally an income

maintenance system and it is no different in terms of

its execution or administration than the...the income

6.

7.

l0.

11.

13.

14.

16.

l7.

l8.

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

3G.

maintenance program of the Department of Public Aid

or any other agency. The.eodistinguishing feature is

of course that the source of funds is dedicated and

separate...but the...purpose of income maintenance

and the mechanics of administration and disbursement

of funds is similar.

SENATOR WOOTEN:

I Would...suggesk to the sponsor, if I may, that

it would be interesting, we have this one chart...as a

newcomer to State politics I cannot get a view of the

complex web of services and structures and so on. It

would be nice if we could get some kind of comparison

. . .between what we have now, and whak we hope to accomplish

under this in terms of reduction of personnel...flow of

authority, things of this sort...l really, my, my first

32.

33.

- 19-
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1. impulse is that 1.. .1 like the idea of computer serviee

2. and various bookkeeping services being done in one place !
3. and available to all departments. Bu* I would have to

4. see what it means in terms of
. . .personnel, reduction of

5. expenditure and so on and lmproved efficiency deli
very

. l6. of services ko citizens before I'd be much' interested 7

7. in qoing very far down the line
. If we could get some- 

. i
8. thing that...for functional illiterates or someone who l

!
9. can follow graphs and can see some comparative figures
10. even if theytre just projections. I would really like

ll1. to see that kind of information.
1z. cuazauax, 1

t
l3. ...senator Wooten, I will see what can be developed

l4. in that respect, I think. o ollr. Briggs is..osuggested ;

l15. earlier khat one of the witnessess you are going to bear
16. laterz Secretary Rcberts. p .may address himself to what

l7. the kind of expectations that you can have in terms of
lg. the experience of another State

. Are there any further

l9. questions of Mr. Briggs? Thank you. ..excuse me, go ahead. '
20. JOHN BRIGGS: 

,

21. May I just make one concluding eomment.. .l think 1
i22. the...the...purpose of having this hearing mainly to get t
!

23. the kinds of reactions that have been coming forth
. The

24. kinds of questions that are unresolved is going to be
125

. helpful because withwv.in my experience Ifve yet to see l
126. a major piece of legislation that didntt requira some... I
Ia7

. modification and clarification before it was accepkable

2g. and in the process greatly improved.

29. CHAIRMAN:

3û. Thank you, Sir. Our next Witness is Secretary

)1. Emmett Roberts.o.Mr. Roberts has had both legislative. 

j .2 and executive experlance 
. He f s spent twelvè years as t3 .

I33. a Legislature.ooin the Legislator in the Florida Ilouse
e

l
l
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2.

4.

6.

9.

l1.

l2.

l3.

l1.

l6.

17.

Following that he was named Secretary for Rehabilitakion

and his current job is Secretary of the Department of...

Hea1th and Rehabilitation, I guess is called. This is

a kind of a general agency which has charge of many of the

social and health services in Ehe State of Florida.

. ..As Mr. Roberts will suggest to youy'Florida has been

at this for four ynarsa..we are very thankful for him... .

f'or him having taken his time this day having come up

here. Florida is in the tail end'terminatinga..their

Legislative Session. The Secretary has some substantial

leqislation that he is hopeful of persuading the

Florida Legislature to pass and he took time, one full

day plus of his time, to come up and tell.wothose of

us in Illincis about the Florida experience. Thank you

very much for your time, Mr. SecreEary, and we hope all

of your bills fare well. Secretary EmmetE Roberts.

SECRETARY ROBERTS:

Thank you very much, Mr. Chairman, Senators...

let me first...extend to you a greetings from the State

of Florida and from our Governor, Governor Askew and

to say...I do feel privileged to be able to appear here

. . .today and to relake a few of the experiences I think that has

occurred under a reorganization structure...that Florida

went in in 1969. I would like, Senators, to make it

very clear thak I1m in no way here Eo suggest to you what

you should do in any way. I will only say what has been

my experience in my own State, and as you well know what

works in cne State may or may not work in another State.

I wouldn't stand here and say to you that everything

was perfect and that there are no problems and that

everything is going along one hundred percent. I think

you will recognize Senators that..othât reorganization

in a sense a continuing process and that we must

l9.

20.

22.

23.

21.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

33.
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2.

3.

5.

8.

l0.

l2.

14.

l5.

17.

l8.

20.

21.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

2B.

29.

30.

31.

33.

address ourselves to thak to really perfect what

werve started and that they are areas that the very structure

itself that we put together will allow us or should

require us to take another look after a time in order

to improve upon ik. And this is what I'm trying to

say to you that we are and will be doing in Plorida,

hopefully, to improve our reorganization. In fact, we

had sort of set a five year period from the time

reorganization in Florida was passed to give it a

time to be tried to see what the problems were and

then to come back with recommendations. Wetre com-

pleting four years now and we had set next year as a

sort of a...goal and we will be in making certain...

suggestions. I think Florida, Senators was probably#

a fairly representative State and a example of the

multi-headed non-system of semi-independent agencies

which had developed over the years for the administration

of state services in this particular area that we're

talking about. Certainly back in 1967 the State'sl

Executive branch was a most unwieldy structure in our

State comprised of over kwo hundred and twenty separate

independent administrative units. They were headed by

a variety of boards, commissions, councils, committees,

some composed of the Governor, the elected cabinet

members and appointees of course of b0th current and; #

former Governors. The lack of cfearly defined lines

of administrative authority disbursed accountability

for the action or inaction of any particular agency and

more often than not resulted in a system that was unre-

sponsive both to policy direction that is from the

Governor and the Legislature and of course? unresponsive#

to the needs of the people. And that was the situation

I think that our Legislature faced when they decided to

- 22-
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2.

3.

4.

5.

8.

10.

12.

l3.

l5.

17.

l8.

go into the whole queskion of restructuring the

Executive Department of state Government in Florida.

The need, SenaEors, for coordination of social services

I think in our State was emphasized by the trend to

develop community based services, community based service

programs and to provide service to families rather than

just service to individuals. For example, correctional
work release centers, rehabilitative facilities, youth

halfway houses, community mental health centers and

public health clinics were and are developing at an

increasing rate and each agency felt that it was uniquely

qualified to treat the family since the most disadvantaged

familiesz certainly we have experienced, the most dis-

advankaged families suffer from several disabilities, the

overlap of services:and of courseythe overlap of facilities is

significant in term: of cost effeckiveness of the tax

dollar spent. And I know Ehatls where your interest lies

and that is whak we have tried to address ourself to in

Florida in putting together the aqency that we put to-

gether. We've not gone perhaps as far as you've gone in

this bill and yet the direction that appears this bill

has taken are some of the things that we will be making

recommendations to further improve I think our reorganization.

I have some bills in the Legislakure this time addressing

itself to that point. Now the problem comes down to one

of management whether you are merely establishing another

bureaucratic monster in thise..whole area and that...you're

losing the visibility, the identity of...number of thase

agencies that over the years of course have gone their

respective wayso..and perhaps have their own...self-serving

interest. We've narrowed the problems in this whole

reorganization picture down really Eo these, we found

of course a duplicatiqn of services that do exist and

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.
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1.

3.

5.

6.

8.

l0.

l2.

l4.

l5.

l7.

18.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

32.

33.

I think you a1l would admit thak. We've found the

gaps and knew that they were in service provided and

in the various client groups. We've found that agencies

played ping-pong with each other and that is that a

individual was bounced back and forth between agencies as

you well know in trying to get services that they should

have and should be provided. And that there was no accountability

for overall service effectiveness. There was no com-

prehensive assessment of needs. There was no compre-

hensive assessment of resources required to meet these

needs. Now in my State, there has been some responses now

as a result of reorganization to these areas and I can

attest to that personally by my presence here and that I

did have the benefit of being on the other side of the

table such as you are and meeting with frustration over

the years in asking agencies to do certain things and

seeing Eheir failure. And now on this side, I can further

attest to the frustrations that I have as the executive

I had in trying to get these things accomplished. But the

1969 governmental reorganizaEion of health and social ser-

vices in the Skake of Florida has produced a single depart-

ment of health and rehabilitative services with a single

executive that has pinpointed responsibility in this area.

I can well, in the way we operate there, have this sign on

my desk that the buck passing stops here because now through

h we have put t'ogekher and we in thisa1l of t e programs

area accounk for some thirty-seven percent of all of

Florida's programs in this particular area that I can attest

to the fact that responsibility has been pinpointed. And

the maze of operations that we had prior to this that it

was extremely difficult to pinpoint that...responsibility

Senator. There was...there was a cabinet system in Florida

with the Governor and six cabinet members, our boards and

- 24-
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

l0.

ll.

l2.

13.

l4.

l5.

16.

and nowhere could you really...find...found the one

person that may be willing to accepè responsibility

and do something about the problem. That is noW

accomplished in that area. We abolished the many

boards and conmissions. We do have advisory councils

but there is no board n'bw carrying policy making

administrative decisions, we've done that. Wedve

accomplished and set up eleven coterminous regions

in Ehe State of Florida for administrative and planning

services, and within those regions it was donc...

with a rather detailed study ko try to plan the flow

of client services where people sought.e.services and

pinpointed theom.the ...in each one of these regions

a more or less center where services were provided...

for the client and we came up wikh eleven in our State.

And as a result of that eleven: we plan and something you

have in your bill khat we'think is very needed, is that

local administrator, the regional administrator, because

we can do the best possible job, I've found, in our top
level of coordinatingz achieving the cooperation that is

necessary among all of these agencies, but the furkher

you get down to the grass roots level and where you re-

side and where your interesk is that there still needs to

be some one person with the necessary muscle and clout

to deliver the services to pull these agencies together

. . .and make them work as a team apd to achieve the same

objectives that youfre trying at the state level. We've

had a rather exhaustive test of this system in one of

our regions in Florida in which we with Federal help have

had for some two to threa years a pilot demonstration

program of the regional administrative concepk. And I1m

here to tell you that in my opinion this is what is

needed ko effect reorganization and make it work at

17.

18 .

, 19 .

2û.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

32.
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1. the grass roots level. Webve accomplished a

2. development of a common application form, all of

3. these agencies have a different forms of application,

4. client eligibility as you well know. We tracked for

5. instance a woman coming into one of the offices...

6. unemployed, seeking help and found that out of a four

7. hour time she was in the office she spent three hours

8. fillihg out different forms as she was moved about

9. from one agency to another, just application forms.

l0. Welve come up with a overall common application

ll. form from the effort of saving time. We've put

l2. together many of these agenices now under a single

l3. roof because as I stated in the beginning people

l4. koday have multi-handicaps as you well know and that

l5. they names crop up on several different agencies, and

l6. by putting these agencies together under a single

l7. roof generally with a common intake and referral

l8. location welve been able to cut down the time of

l9. getking service to these individuals and made very

2û. substantial progress. And I could go on with other

2l. advantages.o.to putting these agencies together under

22. a common roof. We have done considerable work in

23. the development of the department information computer

24. system. There's no question that this can serve a...

25. as a very definite advancement in pulling these agencies

26. together by having a central data banko..furnishing in-

27. formation for the whole department, working together and

28. this we have done in Florida and I can attest to that that

29. it does workz gentlemen and ik can.a.do and perform the

30. services that youlre seeking. We've also been able

3l. to develop under this...structure that we have

32 a department evalua'kion and. . .planning area.

33.
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1. You know in the past, Senatorsp I think youlre Well awarep

2. that Ehere has been no effective evaluation of results under

3. the social service area. This has been one of the problems

4. thak the Federal GovernmenE over the years has never furnished

5. guidelines as Eo how e/fective...accountability for the

6. various programs that they fund. What are the results? How

7. far has a person been moved from a point of being self-

8. dependent or...a person requiring full support to being in-

9. dependent? Measuring khe accomplishments along the way.

l0. And.o.we're in Ehis age, as you well know, that we need to get

1l. about with a more effective accountability of funds that we're

l2. expending in Ehis area. And I assure you that this common

. l3. structure.o.as welve done in Florida is noving us toward that

l4. parkicular goal...certainly as a continuing problem that a

15. more effective and efficienk management of resources...should

16. be made available under this overall health and rehabilitative

17. area. And, that, as we move toward Ehis increase effectiveness,

l8. hopefully we can attain the goals that we#ve set about and khat is

l9. to rather reduce or hope to reduce or prevent public assistance

2o. and to achieve maximum self-sufficiency and personal independence

2l. for individuals. This structure that I speak about in our State

22. has helped us move toward developing a single unified State plan

23. dnd management system Ehat can administer more effective...these

24. programs Ehat have been proliferated as you know over the years

25. with everyone going in their own direction. I think we can look

26. forward to some more beneficial results in this area, and that

27. is that we can accomplish a uniform goal structure for pro-

28. gram accountability by this particular structure. I think we

29. can identify our State wide needs that would measure program

30. impact on target groups and that would forecast future service

31. needs. I think We can clearly through this structure that I

32. speak about establish executive priorities. And, I think

33. we can establish measurable program objectives. ...HOW many

27
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people...can be served for how much money? And, I think we

can eskablish a uniform reporting system from both a cost and

program information standpoint. And hopefully, khat we can

4. then evaluake...these programs ko include cost benefit

analysis, an effective analysis. Now, welve come, I think,

t i his area. I know that6. a long way in my particular S aEe n t

7. just the mere fact of bringing what used to be some twenty

independent agencies into one department and that placinq

9. them under a various structure that we have regular monthly

l0. meetings of people thak sit around khe table and discuss

ll. their common problems and common goals is an accomplishment

l2. in itsolf. And without any criticism of these agency heads

l3. that formerly operated independently and certainly they per-

l4. formed a great service and made great contributions to their

programs in the past, that the biggesE problem that I've had

16. is the continuing desire of course, on their part to maintain

l7. their independence as much as poisible and therefore present

blocks at timeso..to carrying ouE the ideal...and hopeful...

19. . objectives that we have set for reorganization. This has

20. been in one sense our biggest problem. We've established a

uniform accounting system. I don't know how it is in

22. Illinois but these systems, the Stake had no really set

23. ...one accounting system, we put toqekher a complete uni-

24. form accounting system. We have a better personnel overall

25. functioning system nowy under deparkment head. We were able,

26. Senatory to...to eliminake the complete buildup of bureaucracy,

27. by an add and delete Method. We took from the agencies in order

28. to establish at a central point...these...positions that was

29. needed aE a top level in order to qffectw.o.conErol. And...

30. through that means we have moved toward working with the Federal

Government which furnishes about 60% of Florida's funds in this

32. area. The establishment of the single agency concept where

3*3. we dealt in over three hundred and kwenty-five program...

1.

2.

28
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1. Federal program areas throush forty Pederal funding sources

2. that we can channel it down Ehrough the single State

3 agency in liqe with your Governor or your top Executive's

4 priorities and do a better overall job for people. Ilve

5 taken more kime than was alloted bnt I wanted to just offer

6 that, as I said, for what I've found and I hope that you

7. Would sincerely believe that I'm here not as jusk another

8 bureaucrat now being on this side of khe table, trying to

9 justify a position that I hold. But, I sincerely believe that
1c this is a structure whether it's organized exactly the same

11 in every State, and there will be variations, but, that

12 good beneficial results will be achieved and I know the citizen

that you are trying to help Ehe most is going to benefit outl3
.

14 of some type of consolidakion in Ehis area. Thank you so much.

CHAIRMAN:l5
. .

16 Thank you Secretary Roberts. Senator Wooten, you have

17 a Cuestion?
SENATOR WOOTEN:

l8. .
. . .Yes, Mr. Secretary, first of all4I want to extend

l9.
Iîm sure my colleagues' Ehanks ko you for taking time to

20.
appear here this afternoon. I would like to question you if...

2l.
I hope perhaps you will recall approximately some figures

22.
or can give us some indication, Ilm interested for example in the

23.
size of the appropriation your DepartmenE administers now as

24. '
against the appropriation of the 20 agencies you replaced. You,

25.
can you give us any estimate?

26.
SECRETARY ROBERTS:

27.
Well, I think you...senator would have to realize that in

28.
the last year or two With khe Federal increase that it Would

29. .
bev..considerable improvement now we're operating at about...

30. '
$703,000,000 is our total appropriation. When reorganization

31.
We were approximately somewhaE better khan the total inde-

32. .
pendent agencies, around $600,000,000. But, that increase

33.
comes about by a better job of maximizing Federal funding

29
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2.

3.

4.

1.

through this partieular

the general revenue of your State by far.

SBNATOR WOOTEN:

In other words youfre saying that there are more Federal

dollars being fed into to relief let's say: of Florida citizens

than was the case prior.

SECRETARY ROBERTS:

Exactly, sfr.

SENATOR WOOTEN:

What's going to happen wikh the cutback of Federal funds?

Will this necessitate an increase of Stake funds?

structure. And, it is not all just from

7.

8.

9.

l0.

l2.

l3.

14.

l5.

17.

l8.

2O.

2l.

23.

2l.

25.

26.

28.

29.

3l.

32.

SECRETARY ROBERTS:

No,...we have ân Florida..vbeen able because that cut-

back Eo a large degree, are really dollars khak you didn'k have

as far as our experience as yek. We certainly had budgeted,

hoping that this would be a big increase buta.otheyw...

were still dollars thak had noE ctme down the pike as yet al1

together. So, we've just decâded ve can onzy do so much. And,

we're doing that with whatever it take our general revenue

dollars from our State.

SENATOR WOOTEN:

On...in personnel, Mr. Secretary, can you give us some

approximation of what you have in khe way of staff from top

to bottom as against tha staff the agencies had? realize there

.. .in the course of a few years there is necessarily going to

be an increase, Lut I would like to know if you have any com-

paràtive figures on staff.

SECRETARY ROBERTS:

Well, here again, we have several legislative actions in this

period because of an improvement in staffing at our mental

hospitals...The State Legislature in Florida also took over from

its counties the complete intàke and referral service for delin-

quent and dependent youth that used ko be acaomplished ak the county

30
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1. level which added some 25,000 additional employees. Today my j

I
2. total Department has between 29,000 and 30,000 employees in

3. Florida and I'd say that's an'incroase probably of about 4,0BG.

4. SENATOR WOOTEN:

5 'i this an increase over the past four years fron. Now, s

6. the 20 agencies you replaced? ' :

7. SECRETARY ROBERTS:

B. .Yes, that's an increase, but, I did want to point out that

9. that increase came by additional functions that the Legislature

10. itself took overp rather than just an increase because of re-
ll. organization.

1l2. SENATOR WOOTEN:
l3. ... I'm also curious, do you have any information as the

l4. percentage of the funds appropriated for your Deparkment? What

15. percentage of that flows directly to client services and aid

l6. and do you have any idea of how the proportion may differ from

17. What it was before?

l8. SECRETARY ROBERTS:

l9. Well, I think of course: that ... we've done, I can't

20. give you exact percentage. WeTre operating about 11 or 12%

21. administrative ... cost in this and I'm satisfied that prior

22. to rnorganizakion that if you added all of these various in-

23. dependent agencies and the way they operated that ik would be

2l. at a higher percentage of administrative cosEs than that.

25. SENATOR WOOTEN:

z6. You run about 11 and l2% administrative cost now?

27. SECRETARY ROBBRTS: .

28. Right.

29. SENATOR WOOTEN: '

30. I'm also curious about something you said in your state- '

3l. ment about the position of advisory boards, commissions and so

32. on. Could you take that past me again just briefly? You said

33. that the boards, councils and connissions use to make policy .

and they don't now?

- 31- (ILc/2-73/5M)
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1. SECRETARY ROBERTS:

Well, let me use an example ...

SENATOR WOOTEN:

4. Who ... who

5. SECRETARY ROBERTS:

6. For instance, we use 'to have a State Department of Wel-

7. fare. This was administered by a board of 13 people appointed

8. by the Governor of the State for various periods of time. ...

9. That board employed the Director, they made the policy deci-

l0. sions for new regulations, operated the total welfare op-

ll. eration ... in that manner. That's an example of the type of

12. policy making administrative boards that we had in several

areas in Florida. And, this is what was referring al1

l1. that was wiped out.

l5. SENATOR WOOTEN:

16. What replaces it?

17. SBCRETARY ROBERTS:

l8. The Secrekary am the I am the policy making Body,

l9. fully responsible in all of these programs. Certainly in line

20. with whatever our ... the Legislature by statute has ordered in

2l. these areas or our Budge: Department, of course has a voice

22. in the area of finances of course.

23. SENATOR WOOTENI

24. Mr. Secretary

25. SECRETARY ROBERTS:

26. But, I am the person that approves any change in ... in

a7. policy, even though we have the Director of these particular

28. Civisions operating, theyTre responsible to me and a1l approv-

29 al must come Ehrough me.

30. SENATOR WOOTEN:

. . . You would ... you have to be .apthis is quite a com-

32 pliment to you Mr. Secrekary, because I would assume you Would

zz have to be quite a generalist to be able to make thesn hind of

decisions over a broad spectrum of services , although, as
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1. take it, the spectrum of services in Florida is not quite as

broad as that contemplated in this bill. Is that correct?

SECRETARY ROBERTS:3.

1.

5.

6.

Right.

8.

l0.

ll.

l2.

l3.

l5.

16.

l8.

SENATOR WOOTEN:

Where do you get the i''nput, advice, counsel, sugges-

tions? If you don't have, you have some kind of advisory

boards, what kind of input do you have?

SECRETARY ROBERTS:

Most of these areas have the old administrative board

they had, continued as an advisory Body.

SENATOR WOOTEN:

I see.

SECRETARY ROBERTS:

Theydre still but wikhouE any authority to make policy,

they can still advise and they can still serve With expertise

in these areas, and I call on 'them to give me recommendations

in these particular areas.

SENATOR WOOTEN:

. . . Now moving down from you to lower echelons, all these

people under you have to be generalists in some ... to some

extent to cover al1 these areas?

SECRCTARY ROBERTS:

Well, of course, as you move into the specific area why,

their area of professionalism of course is more sharp at the

top area. My assistant ... I operate with one Deputy Secretary

. . . for instance and we have, in Florida, a series of Division

Directors, and I look to the Division Director for the specific

expertise in his particular area.

SENATOR WOOTEN:

All right, now, just let me check with the sponsor and you

on Division Director. Are these Divisions directed toward spe-

cific services like Mental Hea1th Family and Child ... is

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

3l.

32.
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l that noE a difference? Is that not a difference?

CHAIRMAN: . '2
.

That ... that is a difference. If you will note on the3
.

4 chart that you have that we have the Project Directors down

5 below'in the areas. Nowz one of the things I think you might

6 think about ... y
* k

7 SENATOR WOOTEN:

Pardon me. What is a Project Directory Senator?8.

CHAIRM N :9
.

Those in effect are the program areas.10
.

SENATOR WOOTEN:ll
.

Program Managers?l2
.

CRAIRMAN:l3
.

The Program Managers. Yeah.14
.

SENATOR WOOTEN:l5
.

ok. '
l6.

CHAIRMAN: ,17
.

Those are the ... those are the problems of the aging,l8
.

khose are the problems of menkal health, those are the prob-l9
.

lems of Yetardation, this kind of Ehing ... If I can re...20
.

and there are some dlfferences but I uant to point out that2l
.

Secretary Roberts made special note of the fact that he was22
.

hoping that he could go to the system where there is a gen-23
.

eralist at the regional level which is the proposal under24
.

this bill.25
.

SECRETARY ROBERTS:26
.

Riqht.27
.

SENATOR WOOTEN:28
. r

But are you not still then required to have someone spe-29
.

ific . you have three Program Managers, Mr. Chairmanz forC ..3O.
example under each Region Administrator, but are there not more 'i

3l. ' ' I
than three programs required?

32.

CHAIRMAN:33
, .

. . . Yeah, there are many, many more programs that Will pro-

bably be required, and, we deliberately left this whole area openï;

- 34- . (ILC/2-73/5M;



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

l0.

l1.

12.

as...as for a matter of discretion as to the Secretary's Or-

ganization. The Organization may vary substantially between

regions for example. Regions have different problems. The re-

gion encompassing the Chicago Districk has some very substan-

tially different problemsz parkicularly numerically than other

regions. So, there has been na spellinq out of what those pro-

jects are. Qhere will be an anendment to spell out some kinds

of projects that can be enconpassed, but, we really, literally
didn't want to tie the Secretary's hands in allowing hïR to

use maximum flexibility in filling out his organizational skel-

eton.

SENATOR WOOTEN:

And, then, one more question. When khis reorganization

occurred, Mr. Secretary, you had twenty agencies and you men-

kâoned that some people who were directing then became Advisory.

In actual fackr how many people were displaced? How many lost

their jobs? Did any lose their jobs in fact?

SECRETARY ROBERTS:

Well...nobody..mlost a job. There's been a phaseout
over a period as vacancies occurred we've been able Eo...as

we improved a particular structurer instead of just adding bodies

we've been able ko utilize people and move them into positions so

no one in effect lost a job. ...But, there has been economies

effected.w.instead of just adding and adding, and this is

wherez I think Senator, you will aehieve over a period of time

your greatest savings ir this structure. That it's no question

that the independent agency continues every time to increase his

bureaucraey and add down the road. I see in this particular

structure the chance that this will decrease the need for that

14.

l6.

l7.

l8.

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

rapid peraentage of increase if you were still operating sep-

arately. And, this is where youdre goihg to. I would just like

to commenk on what was said there, that if we had to do it over

again we...we in Floriday think, made several areas in

this. I would prefer to go the direction that has been

indicated by this bill here as achieving a greater degree of re-

(LSU/2-73/2H)
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1.

3.

5.

6.

8.

9.

l0.

l1.

l3.

l(.

l5.

l6.

1e.

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

32.

33.

sponse and do a better overall job.
they even protected, think, your division heads by allowing

them to be appointed by the Governor and confirmed by the Senate

of that State. That takes away the authority somewhat of the

Secretary 'from really having people responsible to him. If

you're going to place the responsibility in the hands of a

person such as a Secrekary of this Department, then I think,

he ought to be given the authority to carry out that respon-

sibility fully.

SENATOR WOOTEN:

Mr. Secretary, thank you. Youfve been most pakient and

appreciate your answers and I just want to nention, Mr.

Chairman, that I applaud the objectivesy... there may be others

with questions, I1m noE the only nosey one here, but I applaud

the objective of flexibillty which you stated, because that's
one problem in al1 State Government, we simply don't have flex-

lbilïty. And, there's nothing more frustrating than to encoun-

ter the rigidity of law and regulation whieh keeps people fall-

ing between the cracks. And, of course: I don'k see how any of

us could be against the modernization and reorganization that

would cut down bureaucracy and save some money and increase the

proportion of dollars that go directly to client services. The

argument of course, is to whether or not this is the best ve-

hicle. But, thank you again, Mr. Secretary.

CHAIRMAN:

Senator Graham, you have a question. Secretary Roberts

would you stay there a moment?

SENATOR GRAHAM:

Yes, 1'11 probably have one or two. Mr. Secretary, from

khe leadership of the Senate, too want to extend you our wel-

come for coming up from Florida today to speak wikh us and, I'm

only wondering why you didn't bring some of that sunshine With

you? Pirst of all, I'm interested in how your Pardon and

In Florida, for instance
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1. Parole Board works under this reoyganization, how many do you

' 

j2. have and how do they get to be members of the Parole Board? So

3. if you can just run through that without any problem, I would

4. appreciate it.

5. SECRETARY ROBERTS:

6. Florida has a Body of five Commissioners which ts in our

7. Constitution provides for a five man board. That, of course,

8. has no part of my operakion. That's a distinct ... it's called

9. the Parole and Probation Commission. Qhey ... are charged of !

l0. course, with the parole of the inmates and they also have a

ll. field staff thak is sort of an aftercare and follow the inmate

ll2
. if he's let out on parole and perform eertain services at that

l3. level. But, that whole function is separate and distinct in

l4. Plorida from the Department of Health and Rehabilitative Ser-

15. Vicez.

16. SENATOR GRXUAM:

17. Is that somethinq you made reference to sometime before

l8. that you think you would like to have kithin your Department

l9. in Florida much as it is embodied in 955?

20. SECRETARY ROBERTS:

2l. We do not envision khe Commission ikself and their righk
/22. to grant paroles as being in our Dapartment. There is a bill

23. at this time in Florida, which seeks to take that field staff

24. of the Parole and Probation Commission, and place it under our

25. Division of corrections in our Department in order to get a
;

26. better continuity and advantage of the services that we pro-

27. Vide in the Department once the inmate has been 1et out. There's

28. been a sort of a feeling down khere thak with it, that field

29. staff operating under the Parole and Ptobation, that once he

30. gets back home there's not been the tie in or the continuity .

3l. of services that the inmate needs. To ether it's V.R. services,

32. Whether it's Mentil Hea1th servicesy whatever the need that we

33. see a better meshing by havïng the field staff under our Depayt-

ment. But it just speaks to that field staff and in no way

(ILC/2-73/5M)-ai-



1.

3.

4.

6.

takes away the authoriky of *he Parole and Probation Commission

to issue paroles or probation.

SENATOR GRAHAM:

might ramble a little bit here, but, you as the Secre-

tary,'you are appointed by the Governor with the advise and

consenk of the Senate. Is ùkhak correct?

SECRETARY ROBERTS:

Exactly.

SENATOR GRAHAM:

Now, as you go on down the line in your organization

chartz the people that are responsible to you are they follow-

ing that same course of actâon, or do you appoïnt them?

SECRETARY ROBERTS:

Up till this session, and there's a bill correcting this

now and I've been assured that it v7il1 pass, my Division Di-

rectors of Which there were nine have also been appointed by

the Governor and confirmed by.the Senate. That is being re-

moved now, and the Secretary, will appoint, and these Di-

vfsion Dïrectors and they wïll serve ak my pleasure. I will

be the only one appointad by the Governor and eonfirmcd by

the Senate. But, everyone else will be responsible to me as

8.

l0.

ll.

l2.

l3.

l5.

l6.

l8.

l9.

20.

2l.

22. Secretary.

SENATOR GRAHAM:

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

32.

Governor Askeu is going to subscribe Eo that?

SECRETARY ROBERTS:

He is one hundred percent behind this and even suggested

that it be introduced this kime.

SENATOR GRAHAM:

Pretty soon youfll have a bigqer army than he does won't

you?

SECRETARY ROBERTS:

lt's his army.

SENATOR GRAHAM:

- 38- ( ILC/2 -7 3/514)
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1. Also, there's a condition or provision in this bill that

2. qives many people much concern, including me, and that is in

3. our employment and/or unemployment services. Now, do you

4. really think, of course, our State being different from yours

5. but unemploymenk is unemployment wherever, . do you think that

:1 I
6. this is rightfully a porkion of this proposed Department that

7. it can be handled there or should it be handled by a Depart-

8. ment directed entirely toward that or ...

9. SECRETARY ROBERTS:

l0. Senator, 1, of course, hate to ... since you've asked me

l1. the question I will respond. We don't have itzof course, in

I12. our structure. There was a strong effort made hopefully to !

13. bring it in but there wasnlt sufficient strength to ... to

l4. do it.

l5. SENATOR GRAHAM:

l6. In other words you donlt have it.
. #

17. SECRETARY ROBERTS: '

l8. We don't have it. Let me jusE comment, there are many
19. serious problems in this area though. And, with all due respecE,

2O. and I've told them in my State our employment people that his-
i

21. torically they have not been responsivè toward that indigent

22. person your welfare people have been blamed for the fact that

23. they don't push people into going down and applying at the

24. employment office for a job, they've done it time and time
25. again. The employment office has not responded to that person.

26. It's been historically a referral type of a program. And, ...

27. We see some evidence of change in this, but somewhere along the !
I

28. line, I think, employment if welre to correct this unemployment

29. sftuatfon hopefully can get some people off of the rolls they've#

30. qot to be more responsive. And this is a1l I'n trying to say '

31. to you, whether they do it better outside with some additional
' 

ld improve with then in the32
. pressure or whether the system cou

aa. system, I really don't know.
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1. SENATOR GRAHAM: 
, 

' I

2. one last question in this. e wl'm not going to ask too l
3. many but I think we have anothera. .not so many minutes ko go.

4. Do you visualize this proposed new Department then? Injecting

5. itself into this large area )f Public Aid where unemployment
6 is rampant and where, maybe

, those that are unemployed are not l
7. too anxious to be employed. Do you...do you anticipate some

8. forward step in that by the creation of this and incorporating
'

j9. employment and unemployment in the same division?

l0. SECRETARY ROBERTS.
1

1l. Well, what I'd like to envisicn this whole struckure as

k2. being able to concentrate better in the areas of retardation,

l3. mental health. I think it's been a real problem that I know

from Congress' stand point that a11 of these programs in l14.
l5. social services we have in the state are looked upon as welfare,

. l6. a type of...of...programs or public...assistance, dirûet :

l7. payments type of khing. Wherein, you know Senator, if we do a ,

18. better, good job in retardation, if we can do a betker job in .

l9. mental health, if we can help by delinquent youthy I think, to

20. be a better citizen, wefre going to...to do a lot of work, I

2l. khink improving in keeping people off the welfare rolls. So I
l22. I think the skructure that I am strongly in support of can have

23. a lot cf effect in...in...in...programs effecting employment.
. I

24. Certainly, I feel khat everything could be done by this Department

25. in directing that there be an active, hard hikting program at

a6. the grassroots level to remove people from the Welfare roll and

27. put them in a position of being...self-supporting.

28. SENATOR GRAHAM:

29. Thank you, Mr. Secretary. I could talk ko you a long time
i

)3o
. but I know thak I shan't do that. You want to get on your way ,

31. back South and looking outside I ean't blame you. Sometime

32. this interim, when I1m going down to Titusvillegl shall stop

g3. by Tallahassee and 1'11 take a good look at your operation.
t

Thank ycu very much .
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1 '' WITNESS: .

2. I certainly hope so. . . .You will do that and if I can

3. furnish any additional information, senator, please call upon

4. me. Thank you so much.

5. CHAIRMAN:

6. Just a minute Directorv . .senator Saperstein has a question,

7. Mr. Secretary. Senator Saperstein.

8. SENATOR SAPERSTEIN:

9. Yes. Thank you very much. Mr. Secretary, Ilm interested

l0. in number one, how you establish policy especially in reference

11. to your new anticipated structure in Florida, when you tell us

l2. the new undersecretaries will be appointed by you and responsible

13. only to you? Number two, what room is there for flexibility

l4. policy? And then my third and last question is: how do you '

l5. utilize the region offices? Are they an extension of the

l6. state offices, or do you use tie local community offices in

l7. order to implement the services of the state?

l8. WITNESS: .

19. ' Well, as far as a policy, we have..onine division directors

20. that really constitute a personal staff. Each one of those E

2l. directors representing a particular area or program area.

22. Normally when policy comes to me it's developed in that particular

23. area by either the advisory council to that particular area, or

24. the director of that particular program area has seen the need

25. for it. It has come up maybe from the grassroots. He brings

26. it to Me and we take a look at ik. If he recommends it: the

27. advisory council has recommended it, and it dcesn't conflict,

28. of coursep with any of our goals or projectives, then I accept

29. that recopmendation and authorize the policy to be put into

30. effect. Now we have policy recemmendationsz I think, coming from

3l. several sources. There's a lot of flexibility. The fact that

32. I can make the policy or authorize the policy, I think? allows

33. the policy to be more quickly placed in effect to respond to a
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1. particular need. In the old system that we had where the I
. I

2. separate boards...that sometime, you know; a problem would

3. be kicked around a long Eime. They couldnlt qet...maybe if

4. they had to go to the Governor or the cabinet...it just took

5. time to get decisions. What I'm trying to say to you: that I

6. think that this particular structure has improved upon the

7. decision making and in so doing it is allowed for a far

8. quicker response to a particular program that will serve the
1

9. citizens in a better manner. Now in Plorida, in our region, each

Il0
. of one of our program areas have Regional Representatives with

1l. local offices, whether it's the local welfare office? whether I

l2. it's the local Mental Health Board, or the vocational J
l3. rehabilitation. Representatives of those particular program

l4. areas are under this Regional Administrator, this one person.

. l5. And that Regional Administrator has the line authority from

16. the Secretary from my office to effectly co-ordinate the I
l7. programs at the regional level. , So he brings Eogether, you

l8. see, the Regional Represenkatives of al1 these program areas

l9. that's within our department. And then he has that necessary '

2O. muscle and clout.v.which is given to him throuqh line of
(

21. authority from me, as Secretary, to carry out any policy or (
22. co-ordination, or co-operation that is necessary to see that

23. a Particular program, or a particular client gets the service.

24. There's a client thak's falling through the crack there because

25. one agency has said, well we can't help him and another agency

26. says? well I can't help him. And the fellas..wif we could

a7. bring the two agencies together they could stop him from falling

28. through that crack. And that is the job of that regional

29 administrator and he has the authority given to hkm by the Secretary

3c. to knock heads if you will, and sometimes it takes that to make

31. these agencies stop playing ping-pong with each other.

32 SENATOR SAPERSTEIN:

33 I was interested in your comment, Mr. Secretary, When you

( ILC/ 2 - 7 3/514 )
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l related the...the policy structure. What you're saying to

2. me, if I undeistand, policy is made on the undersecratary

a level, it qoes up to you, and policy can also be made by

4 you to go down to them. Right?

5 WITNESS: .

6 Right.

7 SENATOR SAPERSTEIN:

8 What happens to the Governor?

9 WITNESS:

10 Well, you know, if the Governor has a suggestion that...

11 SENATOR SAPERSTEIN:

12 Excuse me 1...

13 WITNESS:

If the Governor, certainly if the Governor felt strongl 4 
.

about a particular problem or somekhing , he would reallyl 5 
.

6 contact me , you know , that he thinks this . I certainlyl 
.

17 wouldo..would give it attention and...

18 CHAIPXAN:

19 Can the House baseball team quiet down for a moment?

20 WITNESS:

I would give khat, you know, the Governor's suggestion2l
.

22 a recommendation, every attention. And if ik's certainly

aa gorthwhile, While we would place it in effect. He has khat

:4 ...he certainly has that statuse of course, to recommend any

suggestion or policy that he thinks would be useful in this25
.

area. But I'm trying to tell you thatw..at my level I'm the26
.

person thaE is responsibile for placing it into effect. Now27
.

that recommendation can come to me from the Governor or it28
.

can come from my division heads or from my advisory counêil,29
.

or I can develop it myself with my own and House staff.30
.

SENATOR SAPERSTEIN:31
. .

aust one more question.32
.

CHAIRMAN:33
.

Senator Saperstein.

( ILC/ 2 -7 3/ 514 )
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I
k. SENATOR SAPERSTEIN:

2. And Ehen your undersecretaries Who are the planners for

3. say, mental health, or public health, etc. etc., do not confer

4. With the Governor, they confer with you?

5. WITNESS: .

6. Right.

OR SAPERSTEIN: J7. SENAT
8. Right. Thank you.

1

9. CHAIRMAN:
J1O. Are therev..are there anyow.further questions of the witness?

1k. Thea.othank you very much, Mr. Secretary, and we do appreciate

12. your long trip to coma here and help us out. Yhe next gentleman
i

l3. that I want to introduce to you is Mr. Allen Dean, who is special

14. advisor to the Undersecretary of Health? Education and Welfare.

15. Prior to this role he was involved in the reorganization of f
l6. B.E.W. He was formerly the co-ordinator of the President's

17. Departmental Reorganization Program from 1970 to 7l. And '

l8. from 1967 to 1970 he was Assïstant Secrctary and one of the /
119

. 
organizers of the Department of Transportation. Mr. Allen

20. Dean from our Federal Agencyy H.E.W. J
2l. ALLEN DEANI

22. Mr. Chairman, members of the Senake, as an official of the

23. rederal Government, I wish to express appreciation for being

f24
. 

invited into this fine hall and have an opportunity Eo talk with

125 you concerning hoW we, at the Federal level, have undertaken to

a6. organize and manage some of the programs covered by the bill

27 now before the Comnittee as a Whole. We faced, many years ago

28. as the programs of the Federal Government became more numerous

29. and complex fn the socïal areas, the challenge of consolïdatïon.

30 In fact, as long ago as 1938, the Federal Security Agency was

zk created by President Roosevelt through reorganization plan

32. pulling together, the then existing agencies, concerned with

aa. Hea1th, Education, social Security, and miscellaneous h'elfare

I
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1. serviaes. Thks experiment Was an extremely contxoversial

2. move and was achieved only after some resistance. Yet

3. some 15 years later, in 1953, it was Jetermined that these

l4
. functions nbw warranted consolidation in a federal executive

5. depaftment. And the Department of Health, Educationr and

6. Welfare: was established by a reorganization plan of

l7. President Eisenhower. Again the functions placed in this

8. new department were basically those previously pulled I

9. together in the predecessor agency, the Health programs of khe I

Il0. Federal Government, Ehe Welfare programsz Social Security,
I1l. and Education. During the years subsequent to the formation
I

l2. of H.E.WU the concept is continued to be under some challenge. i
l3. For examplez there are still advocates in and out of the i

1l4
. Congress of the United States for a dismantling of the

I
l5. Department of Health, Education, and Welfare. Many of these

1

l6. advocates feel that a separate Department of Education and a I
' 

ql7. separate Department of Health, and a separate Department
1

lg. of Welfare, woutd provide a deglee of concentration and
I

19. leadership which they allege is difficult to achieve within I

I20. the Department of Hea1th, Education and Welfare. But these
I2l. efforts have not succeeded and they have not succeeded for
I

22. two primary reasons. One, the evident: inner relationships

23. between these various activities and secondly, ehat if we
l24

. were to remove the Secretary, Health, Education, and Welfare

25. it Would be the President of the Unitcd States who would

26. have to undertake the burden of co-ordihation. And in our

27. judgmentz the President is slightly more occupied than is the

2g. Secretary of Hea1th, Education and Welfare. But we are by no

29. means satisfied with the present arrangements. In 1971 the

30. President recommended a fundamental realignment of the donestic

31. executive departments grouping the bulk 9f domestic programs in four

A2. new major purpose departments. One of these would be the

33 Department of Human Resources. The Department of Human Resources,

I
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I1
. that's proposed by the President, would consist of a1l funetions

2. of Health, Education and Welfare plus the manpower ttaining
. f3. and development functions of the Labor Department. And that

4. department's functions relating to employment security and

5. unemployment compensation. Also, consumer protection functions,

6. now in the Agriculture Department, Would be placed in the

7. Department of Human Resources. In short, what the President

8. now proposesp after many years of experience, is to go even '

9. further in consolidating programs impacting upon the individual

10. and the family unit under a single cabinet secretary, fully
11l. accountable for results in the entire range of Human Resources

12. programs of the Pederal Government. Now we realize that it has
I13. been said that the present Department of Healthr Education and
J

l4. Welfare is too large, it's too difficult to manage. Let me
I

l5. assure you that as we work with that department, we are
i

l6. convinced that the deficiency of the past are capable of being
' J

17. overcome in the future. The systems of management, the
I

18. concepts of organization, the introduction of decentralization,
1

19. which we envisage for the Department of Human Resources will
/'

20. make it possible to manaqe that large department effectively and

21. efficiently in the service of the people of the United States.

22. NoW related to the bill before the Senate, is the fact that /
23. We also contemplate a decentralized administration of federal

24. programs relating to Human Resources operating through our

25. 10 regions, one of which is situated in Chicaqo, the Department ?
26. of Hea1th Education and Welfare is moving rapidly. To place

27. authority in the hands of field officials, and reduce the

28. congestions and delay which flow from over centralization in

29. Washington. This is compatible v/ith our desire to make it

3û. easier for the state governments and for the cities to Work 1
31. easily and effectively uith the Field Representatives of the

. (32. Department of Health, Education and Welfare. And we hope in

33. the near future the Department of Human Resources when it '

( ILC/2 -7 3/514)
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1. succeeds NoW in the federal service we have by no means

2. the conviction that state government should pattern federal

organizations. States has special problems and each state

4. needs to organize to meet its own needs. I think it is

5.

6.

relexa'nt, houever, just as many states have considered in the
area of transportation that as they underta'ke to organize their

programs they take indoor count what the federal structure is

at the present time and the directions of which is tending.

Just as when we approach task of federal reorganization, we

routinely check to see what is developing at the state level

which would be of value to us as %:e try to improve the structure

for federal administration. Thisy Ladies and Gentlemen of the

Senate, is a brief summary of where ïqe stand in federal organization

and the areas covered by the bill before you. I Would be happy

to answer any questions.

8.

9.

1l.

l2.

l3.

14.

l5.

l6. CHAIRMAN:

Thank you very much, Mr. Dean. Are there any

of Mr. Dean? Senator Rock, do you have a question?

SENATOR ROCX:

questions

l9.

20.

2l.

22.

Yes Mr. Chairman, a comment and then a question. Mr.

Dean, wish on behalf of the Democratic members to extend our

welcome to you and also to commend you for your courtesy which

has been shown to our Lieutenant Governor. I understand he's

been working closely with your Department and that the courtesy

exhibited to him with his proposal is second to none, and we

appreciate that very much. My understanding sir with regard

to H.E.W. is that it is noW in the process of dismantling again.

That We have the khrust...when it was organized under one

great big agency was to centralize much as this one is, and now

theypre branching out again. Can you...do you care to comment

on that?

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

32.

33.

ALLEN DEAN:

I would be happy to comment on that. One, werre not

( I LC / 2 - 7 3 / 5'. '.
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I
I
I
I

1. dismantling H.E.W. There are some changes in program emphasis.

2. Some programs, such as hospital construction, are being

3. reduced. We're takinq on, under recent welfare legislation,

4. very substantial, additional responsibiliEies. The result

5. is, the Depaftment of Health, Education and Welfare, far

6. from disappearing or being dismantled, is growing both in the

7. size of its budget and the maqnitude of its programs. With
I
I 8

. regard to decentralization, to which I referred, we do not( .
I 9 mean the loss of effective control of the department by the

1B. Secretary. All we mean is placing authority placed in

ll. headquarters subordinates of Ehe Secretary in the hands of

12. our regional directors who are closer to the state and local

l3. governments being served, and who are in a better position to

14. act quickly in response to kheir needs.

SENATOR ROCE:

16. Thank you. That's a1l I have Mr. Chairman. Thank you,

l7. Xr. Dean.

l8. CHAIRMAN:

l9. Are there any further queskions? Senator Saperstein.

2c. SENATOR SAPERSTEIN:

2l. Thank you very much. While you Were speaking,l was thinking

22. of the different functions or differentlyv..that a Federal Government,

a state and municipality operates. You have the structure on a

24. federal level. The umbrella organizationo..it sets the policy

25. under these individual agencies or divisions. Righk?

26. ALLEN DEAN:

a7. We have a Secretary ak the head of Ehe Department.

28. SENATOR SAPERSTEIN:

29. Yeah, right. But the Federal Government does not provide

3o direct services the way a state does or a municipality, or

31 kownship, or county. Therefore, don'k you think that its

32. structure-..would necessarily have to be different?

33. ALLEN DEANI
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I

i
I
I
II 1. Senator, first I would have to take exception with part of
I . 

.

l 2. your statement. The Federal Government does render direct
I
' 3 services

. Even in Hea1th, Education and Welfare the largest .

' 4 single group of employees are in the Sccial Security Administraticn
I
l 5. where the service is directly rendered to the individual!

I E. recipient of benefiks. This is also krue of the way in whieh
I
I 7. the Food and Drug Administration carries out its functions. ItI

8. is true that we also adninister grant and aid programs under which

9. funds are placed in the hands of state governments or local

l0. governments to carry out an indicated purpose. I would be the

ll. first to say, as I intended to in my opening remarks, that there

l2. are differences in Ehe way in Which you need to organize for

13. a mixture of grant and direct service programs when you have

l4. ll0 thousand people and 87 billion dollars in annual expenditures,

l5. from how you might approach the specifics at say a municipal level.

l6. I think, however, that it is instruckive for the federal government

l7. to observe how the states successfully administer their programs

18. and reciprocally the states can often benefit from observing

l9. the kind of relationships which can most productively be set up

20. with the federal agencies.

2l. SENATOR SAPERSTEIN:

22. . At one time.p.another question?...

23. ALLEN DCAN:

24. Go ahead, SenaEor. Yes, certainly.

25. SENATOR SAPERSTEIN:

26. Thank you very much. At one time'l think ik was during

27. the sixties, the late sixties, we also had a Department of

28. Welfare. And Ehis was a kind of an umbrella organization

29. here in the State of Illinois. It included the services

30. for children, for adults: the mentally ill, public aid, al1

3l. under welfare, and subsequently we divided into the Department of

32. Children and Pamily Services, to make it visible that this

33. kind of service exist in the Stake of Illinois. The Department

i
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1. of Mental Healthe..theo.vthe Department of Public Aidr and soI
j jj ' .2

. these are more visible. The citizens of the State of IllinoisI

 3. they recognize thak this is Where they may go if they wish
4. services. It bothers me; a little bit, that we are now, you

5. know, reversing ourselves and going back ko a consolidation

6. v..thatwo.would certainly prevent any visibility on the part of

7. the State to...to its citizens. It certainly would not

8. clarify the position of the Skate.

9. ALLEN DEAN:

lo. I appreciate your raising that question, Senator Saperstein

ll. because it's a fundamental one in reorganization. The

yp tendency is always ko press Eowards fragmentation.

19 SENATOR SAPERSTEIN)

14 POr What?

ys ALLEN DEAN:

16 To press towards fragmentation. Breaking up agencies on

17 the theory that each function de#erves, quote, to report to

;8. khe President or report to Ehe Governor, or to have visibility
.

1: Let me simply say, that route is the route to political and

ao administrative choas. The states in the country in many

a1 instances, 1et themselves drift inko as many as l00 separate# ,.

22 departments and independent agencies. Largely to make certain

a3 that each little function had this visibility. I once served in

a4 a very large independent agency in the Federal Governmenkz

the F.A.A. and it had a 1ot of visibility. But after seven25
.

years of experience, we concluded that we would be better26
.

off in a Department of Transportation. Why? Because if27
.

you have one responsible Secretary with a11 the related28
.

programs under his supervision, he then has the tools to29.

get results. He also has the leverage and clout, both30
.

With the Chief Exeeutive and the Legislaturey needed Eo3l
.

qet results. The heads of small independent agencies in32
.

the Federal Government end up reporting to 3rd level technicians33
,
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1. in the offkce of Management and Budget. They dpn't end up

2. with higher visibility. So the tendency in modern reorganization

3. is to group executive agencies and usually, only a small numbery

1. a dozen at the most, of major departments and then they try to

5. structure internally so that each function is properly attended

6. to.

7. SENATOR SAPERSTEIN:

8. 1...1 don't mind the consolidation of services under a I

9. department which is directed to serve and under these servicesr

l0. but I am worried, less we lump unrelated..gunrelated departments.

ll. Which I think would add to khe confusion not only of the state

l2. government, buk also on the local level. This is what I'm

l3. concerned With.

14. ALLEN DEAN:

l5. 1 agree completely with the Senator. We should never

. l6. consolidate unrelated functions just for the sake of

l7. consolidation.

l8. SENATOR SAPERSTEIN:

l9. ' Thank you.

20. CHAIRMAN:

2l. Are there any other further questions of the witness?

22. I've got to put my three witnesses on an airplane to get then

23. back to Washington, Tallahassee, and other points East. Are

124
. there any questions of the three before we call the opponents r

25. of Ehe bill? So be it. The first opponent I have here is

26. Director Joel Edelman? Illinois Department of Public Aid.

27 Director Edelman. '

2;. DIRECTOR JOEL EDELMAN:

29. Mr. Chairman, Senators, the Health and Social Services

30 Re-organization Act proposes to create a unified, social '* ;

31. and health services delivery system by combining the powersy i
. I

a2. riqhts, struetures, and functions of a wide range of state 1

33 agencies and governmental units. The bill seeks to interrogate !* I

- 51-
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I1. into a single office of a Secretary of Hea1th and Social

2 Services, the statutory and administrative auihor'iky

3. presently vested in 13 department and agency directors and

l4. establishes a regional health and social serviees delivery

5. system through proqram directors who carry out the specific I
' j6

. tasks of services delivery. The theory apparently behind
I

7. the reorganization act, asserts that one super social... I
. I

8. social and health services agency can respond bekter to I

9. interrelated human needs than can a multiplicity of '
1

l0. individual departments and other state agencies. And that I
I

l1. bringing the services of these agencies together at a I

l2. regional level will assure decentralization and coordination. i

13. The mos: serious problem in the delivery of health and social I

14. services is not really addressed in SB 955, in my opinion.
I

l5. Reorganization, at this time of the Health and Social Services, '
I

16. would be premature and would serve only to exacerbate existing i
Il7

. conditions of confusion and ineffectiveness. Indeed,

1B. reorganization now would entail avoiding rather than addressing.
I

19. The most fundamental problems that exist in the Health and Social I

I20
. services irena are referred to the absence of a set of clear I

21. and coherent policies that reflect in turn a set of objectives I
I

22. in the Hea1th Service...Heà1th and Social Services Fields. I
I23

. Objectives which would treat relations of the State to the ' I
24. Federal and to the local governments, relationships of the I

25. State to private agencies and relationships of the State wikh j
26. consumers of services. A statute requiring a ccmprehensive

27. State Human Resources Plan is on the books in Illinois and

28. apparently has never been developed. I refer to Chapter 127,

29. page 1616, and I quote, ''An act in relation to comprehensive

30. state-wide planning for the development of the States' human

31. resources requires that there shall be prepared by January 1st

32. of each odd numbered year a comprehensive plan or series cf

33. interrelated plans providing for the gptimum use of resources
!
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1. for the development of the States' human resources/' unquote.

2. Were such a plan availablea..

3. CHAIRMAN:

4. We're getting a little noisy. Can those who are trying

s. to persuade, persuade a little less softly, or outside of the

6. room please?
I

7. DIRECTOR JOEL EDELMAN:

g. Were such a plan available, the State would then be

9. better prepared for the next logical step which would be

lc. reorganization of its agencies and its departments presently

l1. involved in human resources. And the single objective of

l2. reorganization, it would seem to mè, would be to make these

' 13. agencies and departments effective instruments for the

l4. execution of a clear State policy. Hence a criticism of the

l5. bill is that it would divert energy and time away from the ;

16. most needed tasks of the.moment. Namely, goal setting. For

17. not only does the State need to develop a coherent human

18. resources plan, but it musk bring to completion some vital

19. and unfinished business in existing departments. For '

2o. example, the Department of Public Aid has unfinished work

21. in its task of creating an effective income maintenance system.

22. The character and quality of its income maintenance system Works '

23. great influence on the demands placed on its social services

24. delivery system. Presently the State Department of Public

25. Aid is faced with the very considerable problems of installing

a6. this new income maintenance system of designing and installing,

27 in addition, a separate social services delivery system. At the

28. same time preparing for the federalization of the adult

z9. , categories, aged, blind, and disabled. And at the same time

3c. keeping the Stake in compliance with the new Federal regulations

31. effecting assistance payments and soci'al services. Until I.B.P.A.

32. is able to aacomplish these efforts, its inclusion in a super

a3. agency will not necessarily enhance the quality and delivery
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i
1. of human services to Illinois citizens. It should be noted that I

2. efforts have been underkaken to improve the delivery system. I

3. Utilizing the basic State Government structure as it currently I

4. stands. For example, working with the Illinois Department of

5. Public Aid: Children and Family Services, and other agencies, a
$

' 

.

6. Tri-county demonstration project was set up by the Illinois

7. Institute for social Policy to operate in Woodford, Tazewell,

8 and Peoria Counties. Each service office is staffed by a team

9 of specialist and community workers. The service office acts as

1o. a filter to determine eligibility for services and to refer

ll. people in need to the appropriate public and private agencies.

12 A sophisticated information system has been developed and

13. fcllow up is achieved to determine the quality and effectiveness

14. of the services rendered. A coordinator of State Human Services

15. for the Tri-county area was appointed. While this project

16 has not yet been campleted, it seems to point to the feasibility

17. of coordinating services witfout significantly altering the

l8. strueture of agencies involved in delivering those services.

19. But simply by providing a triage or sortinq unit, which is

2o. consumer oriented and which serves to direct people to proper

21. services and which funckions as a watch doq to make certain that

22. services are delivered effectively and without unnecessary

23. duplication and waste. The role of consumer advocate on a

24 règional basis can then impact on the delivery system even in

2s the absence of major structural change, ff in fact: the early !

26 findings of the Tri-county prolect ultimately stands up to

27. closer scrutiny. In addition to my concerns that a major
be built 12a reorqanization may be premature

, that is that it should

29 upon clearly set goals and objectives, I have several concerns

about certain technical aspects of the bill as follows: One,30
.

31 progrom advocacy, that is the ability and motivation to advance

the eause for mental retardation, or the poor or the battered32
.

child for example, is placed at the 3rd and 4th echelons in33
. I

the new aqency. At the level of the Regional Program Director

at a11 levels above the Regional Program Director, the emphasis
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1. is plaaed on nlanagement and technical skills rather than

2. management technical skillsv.vrather than the program skills.

3. secondly, recently in revised proposed regulations: HEW has

4. placed new burdens on the single State agency to carry out

5. the state's responsibility for the delivery of social

6. services. There is a heavy emphasis on accountability in

7. terms of those eligible for service and the coordination of

8. those servlces. While I adml t that many of these technical problems

9. will exist regardless of the form of our departments and agencies:

l0. I do believe that the bill can be improved to better recognize

11. these new emerging Federal requirements. The bill provides

12. Ehat fragments of certain existing departments and agencies

' l3. will be transferred to the new department. Some of these

l4. pieces do not clearly relate in a substantial way to health and

l5. social services, such as unemployment compensation, while at

l6. the same time others are left out, fncluding such important

l7. State functions as environmental protection with it's notable

l8. impact on public health and the entire education system with

l9. it's major impact on all human resources. I believe the bill

20. has served a vital purpose. It has stimulated our reassessment

21. and our objective introspection. I believe your existing

22. departments can and should be challenged to develop on

23. ' a demonstration basis an operating system to achieve the

24. laudatory goals of SB 955 in the areas of coordination

25. of effort and accountability. My colleagues are prepared

26. to present a plan for the development of such a demonstration

27. project, the results of which can be evaluated by the

28. Legislature to help determine the need for total rebrganization

29. and to shed new light on the ways and means by whieh

30. improved services can be delivered to people in need

31. at the local level. Thank you. '

32. CHAIMNW :

33. Are there any questions of the Director? Director,
I
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. I have one. The Service Accpss System that you referred

2 to in Peoria as being a notable experiment, is that in l

3. the new budget? j

4. DI REcToa EDELIYW :
i

5. We are going to fund that Senator to it's conclusion.

i6. It requires about sixty more days of staff time.

7. CHAIRMAN: :

8. Well, my question Director is, if it Was so valuable,

9. why was it not included as a part of either your budget

l0. or someone else's budget and in fact, why not expanded?

i1l. You suggested that this is a very valuable device and

l2. yet it isnrt, as I read the budget, it isn't even in next

. l3. year's budget. So obviously, it couldn't be too valuable

14. if youlre going to drop it.

l5. DIRECTOR EDELMAN:

l6. Well, the intent is not to drop it if it proves up,

17. Senator. The point of the matter is that the Institute '

l8. on Social Policy was never meant to be an operating agency,

19. but rather a research entity. If their findings are

20. valuablez we will incorporate those in our operational

2l. protocol for our department, and in fact the cooperation

22. with the other departments.

23. ' CHAIRMAN:

24. Secondly, I'm kind of curious: your department took

25. a stand on another bill the other day and that is the bills

26. on aging. Nowr those bills obviously would haMe t aken i

27. some part of your department away and this particular bill I

28. provides a larger department foro..in total scope. You
i

29. opposed anything being taken away and you are opposed to
i

30. being put into a larger agency. Could it be said that

I31
. the status quo suits you fine? '

;32. DI RECTO R EDELMAN: I

3a. No sir. I

- 56-
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2.

CHAIRAIM  :

Lastly, you suggested that this was premature.

Premature me ans the idea whose time has noE as yet

come. Can you suggest when that time might be?

DIRECTOR EDELMKN:

I can't suggest it in'' terms of chronology, but

I can in terms of the spirit of what I think SB 955

represents. I think the Executive branch, myself

included should be challenged to study this proposal

to demonstrate with the spirit of the proposal in a

specific project form and to come back wi th the findings

and if those findings strongly suggest reorganization

we would be part party to and we have some specific

proposals for the form of that reorganization. I think

we need a little more time as new Acting Direckôrs and

Directors to understand our departments better and to

study them and to come back With some very specific

information.

CHAIRMAN:

Are there any further questions? Senator Sommer.

SENATOR SOMMER:

Yes sir. Is it my understanding that the Service

Access Centers are going to be phased out?

DIRECTOR EDELMAN:

The purpose of the Institu:z s work was not to set

up a separate delivery system but merely to demonstrate

in this Tri-county area the feasibility of some changes

and what the impact of those changes would be. It would

be my intent, assuming that the conclusions of the study

hold up, to incorporate this into our system of delivery

of service.

SENATOR SOMMER:

4.

6.

7.

9.

1l.

12.

l4.

l6.

17.

l8.

l9.

20.

22.

23.

21.

25.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

32.

33. Can I tell all of thcse people in my District who
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1. ask me or write me about this thut tho Governor has '

2. chopped this out of the budget.
. :

3. DIRECTOR EDELMAN:

4. I'm not sure what he's chopping out of the budget,

5. because in fact we have a Department of Public Aid and

6. several other departments prepared to learn from the

7. study. It's... '

8. SENATOR SOMMER:

9. Are the Service Access Centers going to be closed

10. in Pekin and Eureka? :

11. DIRECTOR EDELMAN: '

12. I assume they will be. Yes, in their present form.

znxau: p13. CHA

14. Are there any furkher questions of the Directar?

15. Thank you very muchz Director.

16. DIRECTOR EDELMAN:

17. Th ank you sir.

l8. CHAIRMAN:

l9. Youdve got to watch that last step, that's always

itness. Next, Dr. Mark Lepper, 120
. a danger to every w

;l. representing Comprehensive State Hea1th Planning.

22. Doctor, when you step up be careful and when you step

23. down, be even more careful.

21. ' DR. LEPPER;

25. ...senators, in order to conserve your valuable
. !

26. time, I have been asked to speak for the Acting Directors !

27. of three of the departaent and/or agencïes among those

28. most directly involved in the proposed reorganization.

29. Dr. Lashof, one of those department directorsz Department

30. of Public Health âs here and will be happy in the question '

al and answer period to answer any questions you wish hez

,2 to directlv. I,. of course, will be haspv to go into more

aa detail in those areas in my agency and o Ehers with
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2.

4.

6.

7.

9.

ll.

l2.

l3.

14.

l5.

which : might be more familiar. I believe the nature of

this presentation is a functional example of the dedication

of each oî us for whom I am speaking to the eoordination

of the activities of departments and agencies. Indeed:

we have pledged that to the Governor in accepting his

nomination and of course pledge it equally to the Senate

and to the people of this State. In fact, it is most

encouraging to know of your interest in changing the system,

and indeed, if this bill is passed i.t will be your consensus

that a truly radical change is necessary. Moreover, it

is our understanding that there is a great need to work jusk

as top cooperatively and closely with numerous other

departmental agencies, boards and their direetors, since

khe health and social service activities are widely

spread throughout the government. In addition, the

definition of health service and social services inter-

relate with each other and with other fields particularly

education, so that they are dependent to a large extent

upon a new understanding and a new knowledge. In fact,

am sure that a11 of the reorganizational patterns in this

State and o thers as well Federally, are based on a gradual

understanding of the interrelations of health, education

and welfare and the whole of the correctional systems and

otherwise. Thus, each of us share with you the Legislature's

concern over trying to develop the optimal working

relationship and orqanizational patterns to provide

for the health and welfare of the people of this State.

Within this frame of reference I should like to talk

more specifically about our reactions to the proposed

bill. Basically this bill calls for major changes at

the top and prescribes the process of reqionalization

as the means by which fornal organizaticn will assure

approprïate interpersonal activities. To date our experiences

17.

l8.

20.

23.

25.

26.

28.

29.

3l.

32.

33.
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1. indicate that it is relatively easy and to get agreement

2. and goals at the top. It is also possible and profikable 1

3. to work through a regionalized system which we currently

4. are. But, it is still very diffieult with the size of our

5. regions to get comprehenskve services easily available to l

6. the consumers of them in a coordinated system that is free I

7. from duplication. Here is where we have our major
i

8. reservations to some of the proposals of SB 955, and we

9. have reservations that ik will therefore be able to i

l0. impact on the major problems as effectively as a much
ll. less extensive, a more evolutionary rather than '

12. revoluticnary change, and one that would be based on j

. 13. operationally feedback system which would allow major
I

l4. misconsceptions, if there should be some, to be answered

l5. more rapidly in a brïefer period of time. Several .

l6. aspects of the reorganizational proposed in the bill

l7. and in the report beyond bureaucracy which many pf-' tHe

l8. provisions of the bill are based are indeed innovative.

19. Hence, they are somewhat experimental, and thus they
I

20. are subject to the real risk of incomplete success.
2l. With such extensive ch anges over such a short period of I

22. time one might be fearful of the price of such an
I

23. ' incomplete success. There are at least four major areas
i24

. of concern that we would like to enumerate. First and

25. foremost, and I believe listening to the previous speakers :
I

d hatnot most of these have been' alluded to in one26. an w :

27. way or another and I will not bel ébor you With a great

28. deal of detdil. But first and foremost, the de-emphasis 'I

29. of the programatic operations activity in relationship

3G. to a major emphasis on program poli cy and evaluation

31. may well lead to ambiguity in the definition of the problem 1

32. and the implementation of innovative potential solutions
i33. based upon the input from the implementors and the
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I

I
1. consumers. In short, I think that it came out in the

2. previous discussion, and we are quite concerned of

3 the fact that this bill really calls for having your 1

4. first professional bi-legislation in any of the fields I
5 t the level below 'the regional administrator. NoW, . I. a

I6
. there.w.it is not at a1l clear at the present time

I
7. what undersecretary's offices will look like. There I

i8
. is not much evidence on the problems of what the policy

I

9. undersecretary, what kind of staff, what kind of prcfessionalism i

i10
. hedll have in that area. So that we have srave concern if

I
ll. perhaps, even though professionals have made a mess out I

il2
. of many things and some of us certainly would agree

i
. 13. with our critics who say this. I believe there's such i

14. a thing as having them at too 1ow an echelon. In short, '

l5. if indeed the lack of professionalism should produce

l6. at the top a gap similar to that now existing at the i
. . ., . . ..z.17 . Consumer level , this would appear to be at leas t equally ' 1

18. bad and make it more difficult to answer the problem at i
i

19. the local level. The second, is the level of regionalization I

20. specified will not easily reach the cons umer level, I

2l. nor necessarily lower tha confusion cf services at the I

22. local level. The Comprehensive State Health Planning i
I

23. ' Agency of course was one of the agencies which was
. i

24. instrumental in the calling for the regionalization 1
i

25. and the coterminous regionalization of this State. It i

26. is also one that has attempted to deal with it's problems 1
I

27. through that mechanism. It is quite clear that 1

28. the regions in this State as contrastedm..smaller I
i

29. states are quite large Eo be functional at the level I

3c. of the types of services that are needed in the health I
I31. and social serviees area. For this .reason we feel
I

that the intermediate regions may be too large at least I32.
'

j3a. in health and for some of the social services to I

I

.;y.
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1. assure that the coordination at the local level will

2 be any better. And in a sense the regidns beco' me a

3. sort of smaller sub-state and one has to start building

4. there a new form of inkermediate government before the

5. problems at the local level can be touched. There

6. are the several experimentskgoing on. The Tri-counky

7. experiment has been mentioned. There is a contract

8. wikh comprehensive State Health Planning Agency has

9. with Region 5 on the developmenk of a series of local

10. servicas? integrating all of the State's resources in

1l. that area to aehieve if you can the one stop, one sheet

12. of paper, simplified process of getting the interrelated

l3. services necessary. AcEually, the essence of the CHP

14. process, the Comprehensive Hea1th Planning process itself,

l5. is one of a series of regionalization and sub-regionalization.

16. So that our Agency at least is in the process of trying

17. Eo accomplish the subarea development under the region-

l8. alization that will allow us to understand what is

l9. the most appropriate balance system of health and in

20. many respects because of the overlap the social science

2l. aspects of the social services. The eonsumers at

22. the local level are most important, because they

23 help in the orientation of the program. They are the

24. ones who know whether it is easy or difficult. Those

25. are the ones who will tell you what the gaps are. The

26 consumers at the regional level and indeed our State

27. Advisory Board are much more apt to be much more

28 sophisticated in their approach to problems. They are very

29 apt to be interested because part of their educational

3o. and experience background had been in a professional

3) kind of a capaeity, even thouqh at the present time

32 they may classify as consumers. So that one of the

problems in doing only top down which this act calls for33
.
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1. and rather devemphasizing some of theadvisory boards, is

2. the fact that consumer input Dight well be lcst. The

3. third major point is that the selection of government

4. units and functions should be transferred into new

5. department does not accomplish a melting of the health

6. and social sciences services as completely or as

7. effectively as it might appear, considering the magnitude

8. of Ehis pzoposal. The selection of certain parts of

9. other departments, besides the four being Merged into

l0. an organkzational structure that is non-categorical in

ll. its orientation might well often their activities even

l2. more than they are at present. Failure to include

13. soxe other important services may well negate the

l4. other possible developing relationships between those

l5. units that are left behind and not merged at tkis time.

16. This is a quantitative problem. The overlap between

l7. services on the one hand with those that will be in

18. the same agency and those in other agencies, and the

l9. larger you make the single agencies, I suspect, the

20. more permanent or the more binding the boundry will

2l. become between them. In a sense, what we need most

22. at this point is the data base of the type that you

23. gentlemen have supported that the State is trying to

24. build so we can get reasonable quantitative data on

25. the degree of overlap between the various services,

26. as well as the qualitative data which one can get

27. from experlence in the field. Certainly, some of the

28. elements of the licensure process in the professions

29. is a very logical kind of' thing put into an agency

30. of this kind, I...if wefre going to have it. It's very

3l. difficult tc see why the professional licensure would

32. not be a major element of such a department since 5.t

3a. is the quality control for the whole thing. One o2 the
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1. problems of HEW of course has been that it is too large

and there have been various speaker indicated ways of

3. fragsx nting it. But cne of the ones that hasn't been

4. proposed is that we have only health and welfare skay

together and take education out of it. Because in some

6. respects education is the crux of Ehe matter as far as

health and welfare on either side, and I think the E

8. in HMf is not just for euphemistic purposes. The fourth
9. point I would like to make, that is in general, evolution

l0. of a successful relationships of the type being torn. ..

ll. proposed, really are going to be more based on a

l2. sequence of successful demonstrations, and we have now

. l3. in this State seven regions, each of which in a sense

l4. is itls own laboratory. We will have also have numerous

l5. subregions in the area of health, each of which can be

l6. a laboratory. We would. h8pe that out of that we could

find many more bits of evidence as to what fits together

l8. in what way the best. Because in the long run to get

l9. integration of ideas applied to people, means education

20. of the people who are going to do the application
. And

2l. what we need to find are those elements which we must

22. put in our training programs so that the people who are

23. working in our offices, wherever . they are, and hopefully

24. they will be most often housed together and in fact the

25. individuals will be educated in such a way that they

26. can give the totality of services being souqht. Mr.

27. Chairman, I might say, T was asked on the sheet to' put

28. down whether your for or against. I checked against

29. because we do have grave reservations about whether we

30. are moving too farz or too fast. It does not mean that

31. we oppose a change. As a matter of fact, I think we

32. woutd welcome many of the ideas in the change. But

33. What 5'd likç #o encourage is a less extensive and
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1.

3.

4.

6.

8.

9.

l0.

ll.

l3.

l4.

l5.

16.

l8.

l9.

20.

21.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

rapid chanqe. But the work of a body like the transition

group prescribed in tho Act could be over a longer time.

There should be particular skudy of the details of the

discussion that went on behind the report so that we al1

understand it. believe that the department directors

for whom I am spe aking would pledge ourselves to this

change by evolution, with faunal changes not ruled out,

that is, we dcn't want to stall and procrastinate. We

really want to try to move as rapidly as possible.

seems to us that anyone of the type of positions that we

now are currently occupying, anyone who would accept that

either from the government and/or the Legislature should

be willing to pledge to you that they want to see the

reorganizational process studied and the most effective

way designed. In short, we shoùld not depend on indi-

viduals to determine the nature of the process. In short

then we should txN with the individuals whomever they

may be to work out from the bottom up the nature of our

problems. would thank you for your time, and I would

indeed be pleased to answer any questions.

CHAIRMAN:

Dr. Lepper, let me start by asking a couple of

questions. I take it one of your objections is based

on the fact that it goes a little bit...it's going in

the right direction, you say you want evolution, not

revolution. And from what I read you, you say that it's

going in the right direction, it's going a little bit

too fast. Now, if we provided a longer transition period,

for the various agencies to work out their inter-

agency problems, do you think that would help it?

DR. LEPPER:

Yes sir, think increasing length and perhaps

a little less specific job...which presupposes some of

32.

33.
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2.

3.

1.

5.

7.

8.

l0.

the things the transition committee might want to change

would also be helpful. In o ther words, I believe that

some of the decisions to move certain of the agencies

and not to move others, a transition committee as it

gets into it may wish to do some other kinds of recommeni

dations on realiqnment. I would hope and expect that each

of us would try to get as much data from the field as

well as to continue to work in trying to upgrade the

data base available to this State to see if we can

describe somewhat better the quantitative relation-

ships between the various programsa

CHAIWAKN:

You know Director, I don't think this

l2.

l3.

l5.

l6.

Legislative

Body would be too disturbed by that kind of a concept,

that if the transition committee met and determined that

there had been some particular error, in some departmental

transition and maybe it had to be moved that we could back

up on that thing. The other thing I'd like to question

you about, in one sense you suggested we were moving too

fast, and secondly in truth suggested that we in truth

didn't go anywhere far enough, because you suggested that

education as well ought to be a component of this.

Now education is not a compönent of this bill, so in

effect welre moving too fast: but our goals are not

broad enough.

DR. LEPPER:

Well, I think that I have tried to express the

reservations of myself and of some of my colleagues as

I hear themr that when I spy moving too fast, and I

think perhaps Director Edelman said prematurely. Itls a

matter of how solid are the data on ,which one is recommending

this type of change and what are the consequencesv

indeed we make the wrong choices. And think some of us

l8.

l9.

20.

2l.

23.

24.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.
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1. are apprehensive that making the choices without more I

2. detailed study of their potential implications we may well

'3. end up with, for the time being at least, hindering rather

4. th an helping getting the services that all of us are

5 seeking. !
l

6. CHAIRMAN:

7. Well, I for one would certainly invite any study

8. on behalf of any of the State Agencies of these concepts.

9. You use the word innovative in terms of the bill. Some
E

'

10. twenty states presently have this concept in one form or

ll. another, so I think perhaps innovative is not quite true
1

12 any more. Youyif you were here, you heard Secretary...

13. Roberts discuss the Plorida program, and thatls been in

l4. effect for four years. California has had a program, (
I

15. a number of other states have had it...So, it really isn't

l6. koo innovative and if we want to studv it we can certainlv' ''''b. ''''''' :

l7. go to other states and see what mistakes theyrve had...

l8. what mistakes theyfve made. Lastly, in reference to the
. !

' 
size of the region. I don't think therels any great magicl9. .

20. in the size of the regions that have been been established. .

21. I#m certain that if the Governor felt that instead of

22. seven regions we needed eleven regions, or four regions,

23. or any other number there could not be a very substantial

24. agreementm..disagreement on the part of this Legislative

25. Body. Now, so much for my piece. Are there other questions '

26. Senators? Any other questions.of Dr. Lepper? Thank you

a7. very much Doctor. Be careful when you step down, you

28. go backward quickly. Now, Director Miller, Department

29. of Children and Family Services. Director Miller here?' 
j

3c. Does he wish to testify? No, youlre just registering an

3î. opposition Director and no need to...
' k

32 . DI RECTOR IIILLER : ;
I

aa. ...I'd be willing to answer any questions.
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1. cHnz RMAN:

2. Ok
. He will be willing to answer any question.

(j '* I have one question: Director. Do you have any idea

4' how many interagency committees your department is
: !

5. represented on?

6 ... DI RECTOR MILLER: 
. t

7. Could I hear the question again
z Senator? .

8. CHAIRMAN:

9. Yeah . Do you have any idea how many interagency

l0. commp'Etees your department is represented on?

ll. DlREcTon LELLER:

l2. No sir: I haven't. I Might say Senator, that I would

l3. agree with the concept of this bill
, having come to Illinois

l4. from a state where this particular piece of legislation in

l5. almosk identical form is at present before the Legislature
.

l6. I can't oppose the idea
. I think that, however, I can

17. oppose the timing of the bill, particularly with the
il8. new adminkstration and the

. ..some of the specifics as '

l9. to how this bill would develop
. . Particularly the fact

20. that as is presently written
, it does exclude the

2l. possibility of firm community control in this
. It

22. does seem to be more of a management fron the top-

23. down sort of bill. I canlt quarrel with the need to

24. coordinate services between agencies
, and however, at I

I
I25. this time coming into a single agency which in itself !

. !26. ls qulte a bureaucracg. This would add major problcms
27. as we try to reorganize internally our own agency to

28. give better services. Our own agency at present,

29. printed last year some ten million forms, some eight

30. hundred different forms, for use wikhin our own agency .

31 So there's no question of a need to cut back on much i* # 
:

32. of this bureaucrâcy. I just can't agree that this is
' 

. 133. particularly the way to do it.
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1. CHAIRAUW :

2. Thank you very much Director. You're.w.your suggesting,

3 that you.t.we want a little ionger look at it. I might

1. point out that pertinent to this bill one of the Ehings that
@ !

5. .- one of the components of this bill is really the

6. maximum participation of the present ageacies in the

7. direction in which the Department will qo, insofar as

8. the 'tran4ition committee is composed of no legislators

9. whatsoever, only professionals, only people who have

l0. expertise. So that we have provided the possibility for
I

11. those of you in the Executive brandh to utilize your

l2. talents and your energies for whatevery direction you may

l3. deem best rather than we the Legislature imposing some

l4. specific direction on you that you may not agree with.

il 5 
. DI RECTOR MILLER: I

16 . I appreci ate that Senator. I f I might make a more

17. specific suggesticn, there is within the law now, Chapter iI

l8. 127, Section 431, the Development of Human Resources,

l9. as you knowz the Chapter, which states that a plan is to i

2O. be prepared by the Governor and submitted January 1st

2l. of each odd numbered year, which would be a comprehensive i

22. Plan for coordination...and delivery of services among

23. the Human Services. In this legislation specifically

24. refers to most of the Departments mentioned in the legislation

25. before the Senate. It mentions the Departmnnt of Public

26. Aid, Voc Rehab, Voc Education, Public Instruction, Children

27. and Family Service, Corrections, Mental Health, Public
E

'

28. Health, etc. I would suggest that the Senate might

29. consider pushkng...this legislation thak is already on

30 the books be implemented and that along with it the

31 agencies, the various agencies show good faith in terms

32 of developing some coordinated plans in a specific :

33 program. And I'd like to refer again to the Tri-county '
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

l0.

ll.

l2.

13.

l4.

15.

l6.

17.

l8.

l9.

20.

projectz that the Director Edelman referred to which has

been going as a demonstration project for quite some time,

but it seems as well has not had the clout to force...

coordination of services, if you will between Ehe agencies.

And I think that if khis sort of project were given
higher priority by the various deparkments, and think

Ehe present department heads would be willing to do that,

that pne could develop a working sort of system and

then come back to amend legislation such as presently

proposed, so that we mighk see how we might develop a

specific project that would fit the needs of the people
in Illinois.

CHAIRMAN:

Well, Director, Chapter 170, has been on the books

for a long time. To the best of my knowledge no Governor

has ihplemented it. One of the susgestion the present

Governor made to this Legislative Body in a Joint Address

is that he would welcome legislative initiatives. And this

is a legislakive initiative. Obviously the Governor siks

behind this and can do with it what he wants when and if

it finally gets to him. But this is an initiative, to

suggest that we have a proposal Governor and here it is.

Any other questions of the Direckor? A1l right. Next

we have Dr. Lashof, Director Lashof. Do you wish to

testify Director, or just to regisker an opposition?
Director Lashof.

DIRECTOR LASHOF:

o ..answer questions, just briefly I would say thatl

the major concern of our Department is that the professional

inpuk is very 1ow down, at the regional program level

On the scope of the functions both regulatory and service

functions of the departmenk are so broad that we would find

it very difficult under that organizational structure.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

28.

29.

30.

31.
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1. We also are dedicated to work with the other agencies

2. on a re-organizational structure which will allow

3. us to deliver services ak the local level, and indeed

4. we meet regularly Public Hea1th, Mental Hea1th and

5. Public Aid. We're meeting almost weekly in looking

6. at our programs and finding the areas of overlap and

7. coordination. And I'd likemp.l'd be very happy to

8. answer any questions.

9. CHAIRMAN:

10. One question, Director. Do you happen to have any

l1. idea how many interagency task forces your Agency is

12. represented on, or is charged witho.oparticipating in?

' 13. DIRECTOR LASHOF:

14. I know of three that I can think of off handr but

15. Itm not sure that's a1l of them.

l6. CHAIRMAN:

l7. Thank you. Are there any other questions of

18- Dr. Lashof, Director Lashof? Thank you very much,

l9. Director. Next, Russell Bartley, representing the

20. Division of Unemployment Compensation and Illinois

2l. Manufacturers Association.

22. MR. RUSSELL BARTLEYI

23. Mr. Chairman, and members of the Committee, I'm

24. speaking in opposition to certain parts of the SB 955,

25. on behalf of the Division of Unemployment Compensation

26. and the Illinois Manufacturers Association. And

27. this is a big day in history, I've also been asked to

28. represent the Illinois Pederation of Labor, CIO. When

29. Stanley Johnson wasn't able to appear here, he

3D. asked me to speak for him. I amw..the appointed

3l. employer-member of the Board of Reviek in the

32. Unemployment Compensation Department as well as having

33. been with the Illinois Manufacturers Association for
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2.

4.

5.

7.

9.

10.

12.

l4.

15.

many years. There may be merit ko many of the Provisions

of this bill. But I am objecting to including the
Bureau of Employment Securiky in the proposed Department

of Health and Social Services. The Bureau of Employment

Security includes the division of Unemployment Compensation

and the Illinois State Employient Service. It is no? a

division of the Departmen: of Labor, as is true in most

States. In a few States it's a separat e agency. SB 955

would place the administration of the Employment Service

and Unemployment Compensation under Ehe same authority

as the administration of Public Aid? Public Hea1th, Mental

Hea1th and other social welfare programs. I want to emphasize

that Dnemployment Compensation and the' Employment Service are

not welfare or social programs. Welfare and unemployment

security operate under entirely different philosophies.

Welfare is paid on the basis of need, and is financed

out of general taxes, while unemp'loymenk compensation is

paid as a matter of right. The Employment Securities

programs are paid for entirely by the employers of Illinois.

The administration of the Employment Service and Unem-

ployment Compensation is paid out of khe Federal tax

imposed upon employer payrolls. Unemployment benefits

are paid out of the trust fund created by payroll taxes

paid to the State by Ehe employers. The Division of Unem-

ploymenk CoTnpensation is a tax collecting agency, as well

as an agency which pays benefiEs. The U. C. program is

based on insurance principles. Benefits are paid to

workers who are out of work through no fault of their

own, and who qualify under a number of strict eligibility

requirements. The amount of benefits they receive is

based upon wages which they earned in previous employ-

ment. There is prescribed procedure set forth in the

law for determining eligibility and for adjudicating

17.

l8.

20.

2l.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

33.
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1. claims which are contested by eikher the claimant or

the employer. The Illinois Employers have an important

3. stake in the P.C. program. The experience rating pro-

visions give employers the incentive to reduce their

5. tax rate through good management and stabilization of

6. employment. Employers do not wank to lose experience
J.

ratinq. I've been told that one of the principal objectives

8. of khis proposal, to transfer the Bureau of Employment

Security to the Healkh and Welfare social services depart-

lO. ment is to eliminate duplication of efforts to find jobs

11. for unemployed persons. Or that at least the Employment

l2. Service should be in the new departmenk. In a11 of the

l3. States employment service and unemployment compensation

are in the same Agency. They should not be separated.

l5. Due to the nature of their ackivikies, kheir work lust

16. be closely coordinated and they cannot fulfill their

statutory duties unless they are in the same Agency

l8. and Work closely together. There must be constant

19. direct communicakion between Ehe kwo agencies and Ehey

20. must.o.in the great majority of locations in Illinois,

2l. Unemployment Comp and Employment Service are in the

22. same location. When a person applies for UC benefiEs,

23. he must also register for work with khe Employment Service.

24. He is referred to job offers by the Employment Service

25. and his response to such offers effect his eligibility

26. for unemployment compensation. This is called the work

27. test. It appears to me that the transfer of the Bureau

28. of Employment Security from the Department of Labor to

29. a new Department of Health and Social Services might have

been an afterthought, and without consideration of the

31. consequences or the reasons for it. In Section l of

32. SB 955, setting forts the purpose of this Act of this

Bill, there is no reference to the Employment Services or

( ILC/2 -7 3/5)1)



1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

the U.C. program. In Section 27 of Ehe Bill, the powers

of the Department of Hea1th and Social Services are

enumerated. There are 37 subsections, a1l of them

related to Public Hea1th, Mental Hea1th, and similar Wel-

fare serviees. There is not one word concerning employ-

ment security in these 37 subseckions. Section 29, page 25,

and Section 33, page 25 would eliminate the Employment

Security Advisory Board, which consists of three representa-

tives each of employers, labor and the public. This Board

has performed a very valuable service for over thirty years

in sEudying the administration of the law and the develop-

ment of agreed bills and amendments to improve the Act.

We object to the elimination of this Advisory Board. Like-

wise in the publication entitled Beyond Bureaucracy, a

Program for Restructuring the Executive Branch of the

Illinois State Governnent which appears to have been the

. . .contain the justification for SB 955. There are no

reasons for including employment security, nor in the list

of State and Federal government officials, or in the bib-

liography of books and articles that are listed there,

there were no Employment Security officials or publications

listed. For these reason, I urge to adopt an amendment

to SB 955 to delete a11 reference to the Bureap of Employ-

ment Security, Unemployment Compensationy and the Employ-

ment Security Advisory Board fron SB 955. Thank you.

CHAIRMAN:

Mr. Bartley, if those recommendations were adopted,

would you then have a posikion on the bill?

MR. RUSSELL BARTLEY:

I have no position on khe other parts of the bill.

CHAIRMAN:

Thank you. Are there any question, Mr. Nartley?

8.

9.

l0.

ll.

l3.

l5.

l6.

l8.

l9.

21.

22.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

32.
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1.

2.

3.

4.

5.

6.

7.

8.

9.

Thank you very much. Mr. Leonard Day, representing 'the

Illinois State Chamber of Commerce. The IRA, Ehe IMA,

the IRMA, excuse mez the AEI and CACI, I forgot half of

your titles.

MR.. LEONARD DAY:

Mr. Chairman, I just like ko say Ehat on behalf of five

of the major employer associations...

CHAIRMAN:

Senator Graham.

SENATOR GRAHAM:

I think itîs fair for the rest of the senate, to

have an idea how long this meeEing is going to conEinue.

We had an idea that we could get in some work, but I

think it's unfair to request Ehat some of those who want

to leave must stick around we're not ultimately going

to do any work anyway. HoW many more wikness do you have?

CHAIRMAN:

Senator, I have one more witness after ltr. Day

Who says he will take no more than one minute. And that

should bring an end to the testimony.

SENATOR GRAHAM:

Thank you.

MR. LEONARD DAY:

Mr. Chairmany I jusk wanted to state that five

other employer associations feel exaatly as Mr. Bartley

just teskified concerning the Bureau.of Employment Se-

curity.

CHAIRMNN:

ll.

l2.

l4.

l6.

17.

l9.

20.

22.

23.

24.

25.

26.

27.

28.

29.

30.

3l.

33.

Any question of the witness? Okay. Thank you very

much, Mr. Day. Father Weishar, representing the Illinois

Catholic Hospital. And if you will present your case

as briefly as you can Fakher, we would appreciate it.

And we can get on to other business.
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I
1

l . FATHER WEISiIAR:

2. I shall be most brief. The bill has metits. I

3. think however that it should be referred to a study

4. commfttee wlth the report to be given within twelve

5. months. '

6. CHAIRMAN:

7. Any questions of the witness? No question of

8. the witness, will somebody make a motion that the

9. Committee of the Whcle be adjourned. Senator Wooten

10. moves that the Committee do arise...excuse me, I have

ll. goE the wrong terminology, the Committee of the Whole

l2. has now arose, I guess? I...thank you very much for

13. your Patience.
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l5.

l6.
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